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Problem

Too often the complaint is made that Negroes in America are

not taking enough initiative in improving their situation. They

are also counseled to be patient and soon they, like the Irish in

Massachusetts or the Italians in New York, will find their place

in our society. The inappropriateness of these comparisons is

clearly reflected in a recent article of S. I. Hayakawa (1963)

who states, "The situation of the American Negro is extremely

different. He knows no ancestors in Africa whose names fill him

with pride. He has behind him no social organization comparable

to the Chinese family organization. Completely cut off from the

culture of his West African ancestors, his ideas of political

prominence, physical beauty, intellectual attainment or social

prestige are provided for him by the white world--which rejects

him."

It is only in very recent years that pressure has begun to

mount regarding even acknowledging the fact that the Negro had a

place in American history. He has remained an invisible man in

our culture whose presence was acknowledged only when he threatened

our complacency. This has had an obvious effect on both the Negro

and the white, the repercussions of which have often made the

former defensively contemptuous of the white man's laws and values,



especially since it was felt to be a hopeless task to try and

compete within this frame of reference. Among whites it has

only helped to reinforce the already prevalent attitude that

the Negro has done nothing to improve himself or his position

in society.

The present study addressed itself to the image of the

Negro both among Negroes and among whites.

Studies by the Clarks (1947, 1950), Landreth and Johnson

(1953), Mann (1958), Marks (1943) and others have all shown

that not only does the Negro recognize at an early age that his

skin color differs, but that there was a tendency for almost all

Negro children to prefer white skin and that this even persists

into adulthood. Young children, whether they are Negro or white,

also learn early to assign poorer houses and less desirable roles

to Negro dolls. This lack of development of a sence of racial

pride and resulting demoralization, especially when there are

few individuals within the immediate environment to look up to,

identify with, and reverse this trend of self-hatred, was felt

to have great impact upon the attempts of the Negro youth to set

up goals having to do with achievement and success.

It was further hypothesized that the Negro, because of his

lack of history, is forced, even more than other minority groups,
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to look to more contemporary models in order to enhance self

esteem and find some sense of value and worth. The absence of

good models within his immediate environment, particularly in the

lower socio-economic and culturally deprived areas, influences his

whole range of values, particularly those dealing with level of

aspiration and motivation to achieve. This is, of course,

especially true in the more rural areas of the south where a

chronic condition of cultural deprivation may even result in

impaired intellectual capacity; Young and Bright (1954), Teahan and

Drems(1962). Although there have been attempts on the part of

Negro publications to point out that the Negro is making contribu-

tions to society in more than the entertainment and sports worlds,

there has been little real acknowledgement of this from the white

community whose opinion is still, albeit ambivalently, given great

weight. Successful Negroes, whether they be scholars and scientists,

business executives or skilled craftsmen and technicians have re-

mained shadowy figures and invisible men, who have failed to have

much impact on the youth who need them most. Thus, in the present

study an attempt was made to bring successful Negroes out of the

shadows and allow young Negroes an opportunity to meet and to know

them...to enter their lives, at least momentarily, through the

medium of motion pictures, and hopefully to come away with some-

thing of value which may even alter the course of their lives.
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The second part of the study addressed itself to the impact

that such successful Negroes might also have upon the white

community itself which, in the past, has been able to ignore or

remain unaware of their presence either through design or through

ignorance. There has already been much evidence whileh suggested

that a great deal of racial bias is connected to inaccurate and

limited information about Negroes (Brophy, 1956; Gundlach, 1956;

MacKenzie, 1948). Byrne and Wong (1962), for example, found that

highly prejudiced persons assume greater dissimilarity between

themselves and Negroes regardless of the kind or direction of

their preferences, aad there was even evidence in their study

that a positive shift in the attitude of whites occurred towards

those Negroes who were perceived as having attitudes congruent

with their own. Other investigators have shown that attraction

is a function of perceived attitude similarity (Byrne, 1961;

Smith, 1957) or belief-congruence (Rokeach, Smith and Evans, 1960).

Thus it was hypothesized that if an opportunity was created which

would allow white youths to meet Negroes who reflected, in their

lives, the goals and aspirations of these same youths, a positive

shift in their attitudes towards race would take place.

Procedure

For purposes of clarity the paper that follows will be divided
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into certain subsections. This is because the study itself deals

with two separate aspects - i.e. the effect of the films on Negroes

and the impact of these same films on white students. Also, the

data discussed in Section A, which deals with Negroes and in

Section 138 which deals with white students, was collected in a

small, midwestern city. Here the films were shown to students in

their classrooms so that the group size ranged from 20 to 35

students. Section C deals with data collected in a large eastern,

metropolitan area and the films were shown to one experimental

group of over 100 students. Modifications, both in the order of

film presentation and in the tests used, were introduced and the

student population was older. Hence this section of the study

will be discussed separately and all results will then be integrated

in the final summary.

Model Selection for Films and Film Production.

Twelve men (6 Negro and 6 white males) were chosen as the

subjects for twelve films which ranged in length from 15 to 25

minutes. Negroes were chosen from those occupational areas where

they had either been previously excluded because of prejudice or

where they had been active but unpublicized.

The following list of men were chosen and used as the subjects

of films.
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Negroes

Richard Hunt

Theodore Sherrod, M.D., Ph.D.

Twylie Barker, Ph.D.

Donald Richards

John Moutousamy, B.S., Arch.

Louis Langston Executive-in-training,
Carson, Pirie & Scott

Sculptor

Physician-Pharmacologist,
Univ. Ill. Med. School
Political Scientist,
Univ. Ill.
Systems Engineer, IBM

Architect

Whites

Vin Rosenthal, Ph.D.

George L. Weisbard, LLB, C.P.A.

Abraham Marovitz, LLB

Edmund Rooney

Sterling Quinlan

Steven Sichak, M.S.

Clinical Psychologist, North-
western Med. School
Accountant (CPA)

Federal Judge, District Court

Reporter, Chicago Daily News

Vice President,
prises. General
and TV
Senior Research
Company

Field Enter-
Manager, Radio

Chemist, Toni

Although it had been originally felt that the white subjects

used would merely serve to mask the true purpose of the films

(i.e. the impact of successful Negroes on Negro and white youth)

this intent was modified during model selection. Instead, white

subjects were chosen who had themselves overcome religious,

economic or personal obstacles and who might also serve as some

inspiration for youth. Thus two of the subjects chosen, George

Weisbard, accountant, and Abraham Marovitz, judge, were both born

in poverty and had to overcome severe economic problems to reach
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success. In addition both Weisbard and Vin Rosenthal - clinical

psychologist, suffered from religious prejudice and Rosenthal had

a severly disturbed childhood and adolescence which was only over-

come through professional help. Steven Sichak - chemist, worked

in the steel mills to put himself through school and Sterling

Quinlan - TV and communications, was a high school dropout who

became a hobo during the 30's but who later returned to school and

worked his way in the field of radio to the Vice-Presidency of

the American Broadcasting Corporation and finally to the Vice-

Presidency of Field Enterprises and general manager of WFLD-TV,

Chicago. Edward Rooney - reporter, was chosen because he covered

the Selma march and is active fighting block-Lusting on the part

of real estate companies in his neighborhood which is now becoming

integrated.

Possibly only two of the Negroes chosen had what could be

called "middle- class" backgrounds, and all had been born in

ghettoes or equally undesirable settings. Richard Hunt - sculptor,

now has an international reputation in his media and still lives

in what can only be described as a very poor neighborhood.

Theodore Sherrod, who has both an M.D. and a Ph.D. in pharmacology

was the son of a sharecropper who did not even begin to attend

school until the age of 9. Twiley Barker - political scientist

was also born and raised in a small town in the South and has just
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published a book dealing with the most significant legislation

of the Supreme Court in the past 10 years and its repercussions.

Lewis Langston - executive-in-training with Carson, Pirie & Scott

started in the stockroom and is now slated to become a buyer next

year. Dcn Richards - system engineer for IBM was the son of a

postal employee and probably has the most middle-class background

of all Negro subjects but was chosen because of his personable

manner and intensely interesting work. John Moutousamy - architect,

had just received approval of his housing project for middle in-

come poeple by the city of Chicago. This is to be the first

integrated housing project financed entirely by Negro capital in

the city of Chicago.

The general format used in each film was to have the first

half deal with the occupation of the person involved. Thus the

interview with the film subject was done at his place of business

and focused on the nature of his work, the educational requirements,

the satisifactions he found in it, the potentials this field

offered to new persons entering it, etc. The second half of the

movie was filmed in the subject's home and here members of the

family were introduced. In this section the interviewer attempted

to uncover more personal information about the man himself, his

early childhood, events and persons which he felt shaped his life,

his goals for himself and his children, etc. It was actually this
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part of the film that the investigator wished to stress most be-

cause of his interest in having the viewer come away from a movie

with the feeling that he had just met someone new whom he under-

stood, at least to some degree, and whom he, hopefully, liked as

a person.

Film Introduction and Pre- Post-Test Instructions:

One of the most important features of the experiment which

the investigator tried to control was that the students used as

experimental subjects did not associate the film experience with

pre- or post-testing. This, it is felt, was accomplished and

there was no evidence that any student realized that the tests,

which were given one month prior to the first film and one month

following the last film, had any connection with the films which

were shown on a once a week basis in his classroom during the

intervening period of time. The films themselves were introduced

to students as a new method of imparting vocational information -

new, because of the fact that the films would not only allow the

viewer to learn about the occupation in question, but would also

give a glimpse into the person involved in the occupation.

Therefore, the films would allow the student to meet the person's

family, learn about his hopes, attitudes towards life and the

early experiences which may have played some role in his voca-

tional choice. It was also emphasized that because this method
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was a new approach to vocational films, the reaction of the

students to them was important in order to determine whether this

method would be expanded. Thus, after each film the student's

reaction to the film would be gauged by means of a short question-

naire.1

Pre-testing, which was done by someone other than the persons

who showed the films, was introduced as an experiment involving

the ability to tell about people simply on the basis of how they

look. The experimenter went into some detail about the hypothesis

that some psychologists feel that we may react unconsciously to

tiny cues in the faces of people which may give us information

even though we may be unaware that we are actually receiving it.

They were also told that other tests would be administered

which were felt to measure things related to this ability. All

students appeared to accept this explanation regarding the purpose

behind testing. Post-testing2 was explained in terms of the

experimenter's desire to determine whether the experience of

1 Exact copies of the film instructions and the questionnaire are
reproduced in the appendix. See Table of Contents for page
number.

2 Exact copies of pre- and post-testing instructions are re-
produced in the appendix. See Table of Contents for page
number.
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hevin' once tried' to tell about people simly on the basis

they looked, en bled the sub3ect to do batte.z at this task

of how

someone doilng it f:Ir the first tire. Since rot all experim

than

ntals

(students who say the films) or controls (stud,;nts who did not

see the films) had been pre-tested, this explanation also so med

to be accepted and at no tine was there any hint that a student

connected the exnerimenter with the film experience.

The Von-Pretested 7Jamnle:

Edlinf! (1963) had concluded from his study that pretesting

depresses post-testing scores in the affective raalm. However,

his results were felt to be an artifact caused by post-testing

students only three days after pretesting. Edling had argued

tht testsd attitudes ars forgotten at the same rate as newly

learned material in order to justify his short delay between

pre- and post-testing. This arzument seemed weak in view of the

f.=:,ct that an attitude, which may have existed for years, cannot

be equated with a newly learned poem or piece of prose. However,

a lar7,e samnle of non-pretested experimentals and controls was

included in the present study to test Edling's hypothesis. It

was also felt that haviml, students in each school who 11.Eld not

been pre-tested, but who were still experiencin3 the erperiuental

conditimis (seeing films), mip,ht also help to disguise the fact

that the nre- and post-tests were connected to the film experience

in some Clay.



Although the non-pretested data was not used in the final

comparison between experimentals and controls because discrepancy

scores (between pre- and post-tests) were felt to be more

sensitive measures, comparisons between the post-test scores of

pre- and non-pretested students were made in order to determine

whether Edling's conclusions were due to his experimental pro-

cedure, i.e. the too short delay between pre- and post-testing.

These are reported in a separate section.

Film Presentation (For Sections A and B)

Films were shown to experimental students on a weekly basis

in their classrooms. Order of presentation was: clinical

psychologist, chemist, systems engineer, architect, newspaper

reporter, accountant, political scientist, TV executive, executive-

trainee, federal judge, sculptor, and physician-pharmacologist.

Tests Administered (For Sections A and B)

1. Five photographs of anonymous males (two Negroes and three

whites). Presentation was made, using individual photograph

booklets, in a White, White, Negro, White, Negro order. Each

student was required to make a judgment about the person in the

picture in terms of: (a) The student's first five hunches (two

hunches for elementary students) or guesses as to the probable

occupation of the man in the picture. (b) His first five hunches

(two hunches for elementary) as to the occupation he felt most

sure was not the real occupation of the pictured person.

-12-
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were chosen from a list provided, which ranged from menial labor

to professional positions, and the first choice of each was then

scored on the North-Hatt scale of occupational prestige. (c) The

personality of the pictured person.' Here Grade IX students rated

each photo using a list of traits scored on a five point scale.

Grade V and VI students used a simplified form of this and traits

were scored on a four point scale.

Traits used in the test form for Grade IX students, although

presented in a randomly determined order, could be grouped as

follows:

(i) Unfavorable traits (Negro stereotypes) - dishonest; stupid;

superstitious; immoral; irresponsible.

(ii) Favorable traits (Negro stereotypes) - cheerful; musical;

athletic; happy-go-lucky; deeply religious.

(iii) Unfavorable traits (Non-stereotypes) - stubborn; moody;

sarcastic; selfish; boasting.

(iv) Favorable traits (Non-stereotypes) - patient; sincere; loyal;

generous; courteous.

Grade V and VI students received a total score on each photo

for the following six traits scored on a four point basis: sure

of self; stupid; bad; dirty; lazy; feels as good as anybody else.

Each photograph then received occupational prestige ratings

and scores in terms of negative and positive trait assignments

made to Negro and white photographs.

1
Secord and associates (1956, 1959) have done considerable work

using this photograph technique in measuring ethnocentrism among
southern whites. The investigator is grateful to Secord for the
use of some of his photos.
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2. Vocational Aspirations (Used in integrated schools only because

of the primary interest in changes among Negroes) - Obtained by

taking the North-Hatt ratings of occupations (average of two

responses) given to each of the following questions: "What I'd

like to become in the future" and "What I think I'll actually end

up as." The numerical discrepancy between pre- and post-testing

for each question was analyzed.

3. Social Survey Questions: (Used only in one all white junior

high school) - A moeidication of the California E and F scales -

responses to only 7 items dealing with Negroes and 8 dealing

with foreigners or minority groups were scored. Analysis was

made in terms of discrepancy between pre- and post-testing for

total prejudice scores towards Negroes and towards foreigners.

Copies of all tests are contained in the appendix. Only

the first page of the trait rating of photographs for elementary

and junior high school students is included, however. None of the

numerical scores for occupations, traits or Social Survey Questions,

which are reproduced in the appendix, were contained in the tests

administered to students. See Table of Contents for exact page

numbers.

Subjects:

Because of the large numbers of categories into which sub-

jects must be placed for purposes of analysis, (i.e. Negro
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elementary; Negro Junior high school; white suburban elementary;

white suburban junior high school; white elementary integrated

school; white junior high integrated school;) the subject samples

will be described separately as their test results are presented.

Test Analysis:

Because of the fact that discrepancy scores between pre- and

post-testing are felt to be the most sensitive measure of change,

almost all analyses were made in terms of scores derived by sub-

tracting post-test scores from pretest scores. In those cases

where a non-pretested sample is available, a comparison was made

between the post-test scores of pre- versus non-pretested subjects

only to test Edling's (1963) hypothesis that pretesting depresses

post-test scores in the affective realm.
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Part A

Effect on Negroes

In this section the effects of the films on Negroes will be

reported. As mentioned previously, the main underlying assumption

was that the Negro, because of his lack of history, is forced more

than other minority groups to look to more contemporary models in

order to enhance self esteem and find some sense of worth. There

is ample evidence in the literature to indicate that the Negro in

our culture often suffers a great deal from a damaged concept of

self. Studies by the Clarks (1947, 1950), Landreth and Johnson

(1953), Mann (1958), Marks (1943) and others have all shown that

not only does the Negro child recognize at an early age that his

skin color differs, but there is a tendency for almost all Negro

children to prefer white skin and this even persists into adult-

hood. Young children, whether they are Negro or white, also

learn early to assign poorer houses and less desirable roles to

Negro dolls. This lack of development of a sense of racial pride

and resulting demoralization, especially when there are few

individuals within the immediate environment to look up to,

identify with, and reverse this trend of self-hatred, was felt to

have great impact upon the attempts of Negro youth to set up goals

having to do with achievement and success.



Another important aspect of the problem has been commented

upon by Trueblood (1960) who pointed out that most Negro youth

seemed to be almost totally ignorant about the community in

which they lived and the vocational opportunities actually avail-

able to them. As Grambs (1965) has commented, "Although many

Negroes may today be aware of the outstanding few Negroes in

sports, entertainment, and diplomacy, few know of the middle

group of Negroes working in the skilled trades, businesses and other

ordinary occupations." Lott and Lott (1963) have even stated

"We would predict a real change in the level of academic accomp-

lishment among Negroes would be one of the major consequences of

a greater availability of Negro models who could illustrate

that such achievement "pays off" "(p. 155).

The following represents an attempt to test this prediction

of Lott and Lott through the medium of motion pictures.

1. Wished For and Predicted Goals

Subjects*

Elementary Students: 90 fifth and sixth grade Negro students of

both sexes (50 experimentals and 40 controls) were selected from

three predominantiy Negro elementary schools whose population

ranged from 60 percent to 80 percent non-white.

* Since the computer was instructed to discard any subject with
incomplete test data during any specific analysis, subject number
may change throughout this paper from one presentation of test
results to the next.
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Junior High School Students: 49 Grade IX Negro students (29 ex-

perimentals and 20 controls) of both sexes were selected from a

junior high school with a 50 percent non-white population.

Instrument.

(a) Goals - Students were asked to list, in order of preference,

the two occupations or jobs that they would most like to do after

they had finished school. They were told not to consider their

abilities or job opportunities but should make their choices in

terms of whether they felt they would be happy in the work.

They thus responded with two choices to the statement: I would

most like to become a:

(b) Predictions: Here they were told to try and be realistic

and to put down those two jobs that they actually felt they

might end up doing. They were then asked to respond with two

choices to the statement: I think I'll probably end up as:

Scoring was done by averaging the first two choices to each

question using the North-Hatt Scale of Occupational Prestige to

score these choices. A discrepancy score was then obtained for

each question by subtracting post-test scores from the pre-test

scores to measure changes.

Results

The results of Table I indicate that elementary Negro students

who saw the films changed significantly in terms of their differen-

tial reaction to the Goals versus Prediction question when compared

-19-
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Table I

North-Hatt Scores for Goal and Prediction Choices

of Grade Five and Six Negroes

Source df MS F ratios

Subjects 89

Film Effect 1 28.090 .22

Error 88 128.602

Goals versus
Predictions 1 101.250 1.02

Film Effect and
Goals vs. Predictions 1 416.160 4.18*

Error 88 99.706

Film Effect and Goals vs. Predictions Interaction

Predictions

+1.58 +=increase

-2.28 -=decrease

3.31

Goals

Experimentals +0.36

Controls +2.62

F ratios 1.14

* significant at the .05 level
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with their controls. The F of 4.18 was significant at the .05 level

of confidence. A breakdown of this interaction reveals that this

change took place primarily in terms of the Prediction question,

although this F of 3.31 failed to meet the required level for

statistical significance and fell between the .05 and .10 level.

Essentially the controls showed an increase in their response to

the Goals question and a decrease in their response to the Pre-

dictions question, while the experimentals moved in the opposite

direction to the controls.

Table II reveals that the Grade IX Negroes behaved in an

almost identical fashion to the elementary students. Again ex-

perimentals changed in terms of their differential response to

Goals versus Predictions (F=7.77, significant beyond the .01 level).

A breakdown of this interaction also revealed that response to

Predictions was primarily responsible for the interaction, with

experimentals showing an increase on this question when compared

to controls (F=6.83, significant beyond the .05 level). As with

the elementary students the controls increased in their Goals and

decreased in their Predictions.



Table 2

North-Hatt Scores for Goal and Prediction Choices

of Grade Nine Negroes

Source df MS F ratios

Subjects 48

Film Effect 1 40.594 .39

Error 47 102.924

Goals versus
Predictions 1 102.041 1.49

Film Effect and
Goals vs. Predictions 1 531.615 7.77**

Error 47 68.390

Film Effect and Goals vs. Prediction Interaction

Experimentals

Controls

F ratios

* significant at

** significant at

Goals

-1.38

+2.05

2.04

. 05 level

. 01 level
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Discussion

The predictions of Lott and Lott (1963) would seem to be

supported by the data. The results obtained reveal that both

elementary and Junior High school students changes significantly,

following the film experience, in terms of their responses to

the goals versus prediction questions. Further analysis of these

significant interactions revealed that the experimental students

had changed primarily in terms of their response to the second

statement (What I think I'll actually end up as), with an F of

3.31 (between the .05 and .10 level) for elementary students and an

F of 6.83 (significant beyond the .05 level) for junior high school

students. Their controls, on the other hand, actually became more

unrealistic about wished for goals (responding with higher

occupational preferences to the first statement) and more

pessimistic about the possibility of future success (responding

with lower occupational preferences to the second statement) over

a similar six month period of time.

These results could be interpreted as reflecting an increase

in optimism and a more positive self-concept on the part of the

experimentals for these students seem to be saying, "I can do

better than I previously thought I could." At the same time

inspection of the data shows that they are actually decreasing in

terms of fantasized or wished for goals (What I'd like to be),

while the controls, in contrast, are increasing in terms of wished
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for goals and decreasing in terms of their predictions of success

in the future.

A parallel might be drawn here between these results and the

findings of many studies done in the past on changes in ideal

versus real self following therapy. These studies, you will

recall, using Q technique, had individuals describe themselves in

terms of their idealized (wished for) self and their real or per-

ceived self. A hugh discrepancy between ideal and real self was

felt to reflect frustration and poor adjustment since the individual

was, in essence, saying that he was not the kind of person he

wished to be. If we think of wished for goals (What I'd like

to become) as ideal self, and think of predictions (What I think

I'll really end up as) as real or perceived self, then we could

say that the experimental Negroes show a decline in ideal-real

self discrepancy - a finding which is also true of persons who

experience positive changes following therapy. The controls, on

the other hand, show a tendency for an even greater discrepancy

between ideal and real self over time, which may reflect even

greater frustration and self-dissatisfaction.

The fact that the occupations shown in the film, which were

probably far beyond the reach of many or perhaps even most of

these students, did not result in disillusionment is also of

interest. The reason for this may again be found in Ginzberg

et.al. (1962) who states that persons of exceptional accomplishment
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may be helpful to the Negro child if they cen demonstrate to him

that nersons, not too different from himself, have been able to

rise one or two runr:s on the ladder of success.

2. Ilhotorraph Techni:pe for Negro Subjects

(a) Elementary Students: 66 fifth and sixth race Ve3ro students

of both sexes (40 experimentals and 26 controls) were obtained

from three predominantly Uegro elementary schools whose population

rerred from 60 percent to 80 percent non-white.

Instrument.

Five photos of anonymous males (three white and two Negro).

Each photo was rated in terms of the possible occupation of the

pictured person' and the kind of person he probably was, juding

from the annearance of his face. Traits, scored on a four point

scale for each photo, included: stupid; bad; dirty; lazy; sure of

self; and feels as good as anybody else. discrepancy score was

obtained by subtractin7, post-test scores from pre-test scores for

enet photo. In the analysis of vnric,nce it was also possible to

note whether any sinificnt interactions were occurritr. in terms

of thc: use of specific traits. IA will be noted in the results to

be reported, hovever, none were found.

(b) Junior High Students: 45 ninth !rya& students of both sexes

(2f nyncrimeutals End 17 controls) were obtained from School F

1 In no c,-74.ses amonr7 elementory or junior high school students,
white or Nero, 1-'an this measure of value in differentiating
exnerinentals from controls. These results nre therefore
renroduced only in the anpondix.
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which had a Ho -fro nolyulation of somol'h.r..t nreater than 50 percent.

It as not Possible to ,s,=ly,:e the data of tl-Dse Va3roes at

School U, which had only a 20 percent Ne7ro population, because

the nuaber of coutrols in the final scvaple wr.s too small.

Instrument.

Five photos of anonymous males iCentics1 to those used with

elenentary Itudents. photo wal rated in terns of tLe possible

occizpationl of the picture:d person aw.T. the %the of person he

probably wns tud7:in7 fram the apPearance of Ids face. Lbre,

eac Photo was evnlua.te tve;:ety traits on a five

point scrie. Traits T7ere subdivided into Negro neative stereo-

tynls; Ue7rc, positive stereotypes; positive non-stareoty2es and

nentive non-stereotypes. Wi. discrepancy score wz..s arlaia obtained

frr.1. each trait subgroup by sulitracting post-test scores from

pre-test scores for each photograph. d with elementary students,

it was nossnle to note any significant interactions occurred

becn-ise of a differential use of stereotype or non-stereotype

traits.

Results for 7.1ementary Ne.:):ro 7,tudents

Table III r:veals a sic:nificc.nt interaction between Film Effect

and pace of rhotograph amon^: elementary Nef7ro students (F=5.26,

sin:nificrnt Et tLe .05 level). ,% Ixeakdoun of this interaction,

1 These r-:!sults are reproduced only in the appendix.
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Table III

!Analysis of '2rsonality Trait _Assi.c:nmants to 'rite and

rhotcrraohs Uementary 3tuCents1

Cource

Subjects

Ince of rhotcrraph

Film 'affect - 1:ace of F7.oto

df

65

1

Father's Occur). - Race of Moto 1

Films - Fa.'s Occun.

"Jrror

1

62

9.056

10.388

4.100

0.540

1.)74

Film "affect and 1.acf. of I'dhoto InteracUon

MS

F ratios

4.59*

5.26*

2.0C

.27

F ratios Direction of Chan'

Film 'Ifect and hate 2hotos 14.366 5.75* Exper.

Film Effect and Uezro Itotos

.rror

* si7nificant at the .05 level

Table IV

rre- and Post-Test Means of Personality Trait lAssiznments Made

to Unite and Uer?;ro Photographs by Negro aementary Students

1.137

2.49

.47 Exper.

more negatiA
than contro:

wore positi-
than contro:

Pre-1:bite
I leans

Experimentals 1. CC

ontrols 2.05

Post-White
Means

1.99

1.90

Pre-72e!--,:ro

_leans

1.95

Post-Nesro N
:bans

1.76 40

1.91 26

1 The complete analysis of variance for elementary Ueevro students
can 1)1 found in the appendix.
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V 3 sLo As / . "
nowever, incacn,ls clat. chan7es tool:, place were

not, as had been on -i. -ally nredictd, treatae...lt of ileavo

p%otorrrenhs, ere in terfis of trait assi.7Ame.ALs

maeri to T.7_itrl n%otos. a I,. rte rIrlarim-.utels beca.le si!!aiacaatly

more 11:71!-%,tive towartf.s !Ihite nlicto.:raphs following filus (F=5.73,

siificant ct:t ti:,e .05 levra). They alcu became slightly more

nositiva towares Ne7,ro photos but this vas merely a trea

not st;tistically emlination of pre- and post-

t5tilt neal%s in Table IV also reveals that t! ,:e co:Ltrols raoved in

onnosite direction over time, i.e. becoming more positive

town.rds n'Iotcrrtnhs.

Also present in Tablg III is a si9:Aficant Lace of Photo

iutoraction (.2=4.59, significant at the .05 level). This is the

ref 1t of ''tore positive trait assi.znments made to rhite versus

Ve7ro photoFrsnohs by students - a result which is, of course,

reverser'. by the introduction of the films.

Results for Junior "tool res:co Stueents

V dos not shov a si:::nificant Film [;ffect - 1:ace of

notcrranh intere.ction, -like that seen a2lonf:5: elementary students,

althow;h the c6tainee F of 2.53 does app roach significance.

nol7sver, n rli7,nificant Film Zffect - Phctograph inter-

action c:or,s ann-:lar (F=7.69, si;:nificant at the .01 level) awl a

'breakdown of this reveals why no sinificant Film Effect -

of photo occurred. Z,pparently, for some reasaa, certain individual
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Table V

Analysis of Personality Trait Assignments to Mite and Negro

Photogral3hs by Junior High Vegro Students'

Source

Subjects

Race of Photograph

df

44

1

Film Effect - Race of Photo 1

Error 43

Individual PhotorTaph 3

File Effect - Indtv. Photo 3

Error 12.9

MS F ratios

11.154 .59

50.062 2.53

19.776

7.195 .41

134.109

17.541

7.69**

Film Effect and Individual Photograph Interaction

Film .:1ff3ct and Moto M.

Film Effect and Moto #2

Film Effect and Photo #4

Film liffect and Photo #3

Film Effect and Photo 05

Error

MS F ratios Direction of Change

1091.374 54.21** Exper. more
than

14.174 .70 Exper. more
than

472.101 23.45** Exper. more
than

240.353 11.94** Exper. more
than

0.054 0 Exper. more
than

20.13

** significant at the .01 level or beyond

negative
controls

negative
controls

positive
controls

positive
controls

positive
controls

1 The complete analysis of variance for junior high Negro students
can be found in the appendix



photo-Tranhs diffr!rt stimulus values for these junior high

sturlents. TIL.ts becans m77..tivr.! towards

2hotor7ranh #1 (Oho as viite) following th films (F=54.21,

significant far 1)eyonC the .01 level). There ao difference

br..toen. ernerimentals and controls on notogranh #2 (a2;iother

white). 1owever, on rhotcgranh #4, ex?erimntals became signifr

icantly more ncsitive in their trait essignaents follovitr the

films (F=23.45, sinificant far beyond the .01 level). On the

7.7eIlro IhntorPranhr; ernerimentals also became sinificantly

more 7)olitivn towarrls Photograph #3 (F=11.94, significant beyond

the .07 level), rlach uas t' -.a first Je?dro photo encountered as

veil as ti.:3 youn-Ylst pnlearin3 Ne:7,ro in the group. However,

thrIrn vs.,..s no significant difference between experiaentals and

controls on Photograph #5, the oldest .11c1 last Oef;ro photor.jraph

encount red.

It c..1loulf'2 also :Je notee that the 7.r e- aild post-test means

shown in Table VI revsals that the co:Itrols, si.ailar to the

Table VI

Pre- ane Post-Test Means of Personality TrLit Assignments Made

to T7ite and Nero Photographs by Nero Junior Hi7,11 3tudents

Pre-I:hit° Post-White Pre -Nigro Post-Negro N
Means Means .'teens Means

2.7nerimentrls 2.74 2.61 2.64 2.59 28

Controls 2.79 2.77 2.49 2.55 17

el^mentc-ry stnennts, seem to becoly: mov.i positive towards white
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photos and more ne7ative towards Negro photos while the erpfximentals

have moved in the on-Plosite direction.

Discussion

Contrary to prediction the greatest chaar;es amon7 Negroes,

in their trait assi7,..ims-lnts to photo:raphs, caae about in their

trer:tment of x7its: rather than Negro photographs. Elementary

students 1) came sicvnificantly more negative towards white photos

follorinr!, the films rather than simply givirr mo.e positive trait

assic:nment;: to Negro photos, as had been expected. Among ne

Orrde IX students, however, thl results were complicated by the

vInnrent different stimulus values of certain photof;raphs. In

spite of this, !Aowever, the trend did seem to inaicate that a

nositivrt ia te evaluation of Negroes (a more positive

evaluation of self or race?) may be primarily reflectd in terms

of ::7! ,lore ner!ative attit16e towards whites. this is felt

to reflect 1.1 "e Ca exploang of the myth of white superiority as

the Ner7ro iv,ains in self-esteem, alaor;t as if 'az, were saying to

hinself, "Not only am I better than I previously thought I was,

b.,!t you (the whites), are much worse".

There is some wmport for this observation in the current

trend towards "blac% power" and in the Black Muslim novement which

first attempts to focus the attention of its members on the premise

that the white man is a corrupt and evil devil in order to begin

their program to instill a sense of racial pride. Feelings of rage
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towards whites, as increased self pride develops, have also been

reported in the autobiographical experiences of such Negroes as

Wlcolm X (1965) , Lena Horne (1956) , James Balc'Alia (1951, 1963)

and others.

One could also think of this phenomenon in terms of the Negro's

identification with the anressor, similar to the reaction reported by

Bettelheim (1943) in his study of Jews during their internment in

Nazi concentration camps. Through the process of identification,

hostility towards the arressor is turned against the self, or

against others like oneself, with resulting loss of self-esteem.

However, once this process is reversed the rape is directed

outwards. One prominent aspect of this identification with the

ar,s7ressor, among Nef!roes, is their wish to have whiter skin, as

evidenced in the past popularity of skin bleaches anc: hair straight-

eners. The studies by, the Clarks (1047, 1950) and others, already

reported, in terms of Negro childrens preference for white versus

re!!ro dolls, would qlso be an =ample of the results of this

process. It is inter: stink to note, in this respect, that there

is now a pronounced trend among Negroes to emphasize pride in the

blr!ckness of their skin, and untreated hair 'is increasing in

normlarity. This trend has also been accowanied by a narked

rie hostility towards v.I.ites who are now 'Join!: eliiAinated from

their TIreviously held eyecutive positions in CORE and other civil

rights eroni:7:ations.

It is difficult to determine, from the present data, why
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certain photo::,ra7ihs hae such different stimulusvaluesfor the older

Negro students. They became significantly more ne7ative towards

the first white photo2raph, which may be a kind of order effect.

Thus hostile feelinls ienve been directed a3ainst the first

white photo encountered. Photograph #1 was also the youngest

annoarim white man and nerhaps this may have played some role

as yell. It is interestin' to note that it was the first and

youngest appearinf! Negro photograph which received the most positive

evaluation, following the films, which a7;ain could either be a

kind of order effect or could be ale to increased identifi-

cation with this figure because of his younger appearance. The

most difficult result to explain, however, is the significantly

positive increase, which took place among experimentals, in their

evaluation ef Photograph A, who was also white. The only

eznlanation phicL the investigator can offer is that many students

as!zed, during the pre- and post-testing, whether this was a

picture of President Johnson. There was scrle slicht similarity

in annecl-ntnce ane it nay be that because of the president's active

role in civil ri-hts le-:islation there was some carry-over of

positive feelin -'s to this photograph.

The question of w:,sther an increese in racial pride among

I roes will also be accompanied by an increase Li hostility

towards vLites, perhals as only a teporary part of the transition,

certainly has imnortant imnlications in terms of the future of the

civil rir,t,s. movelent. Cries for "black power" may well be eli
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to increase a great deal before thciy cart be enpected to decrease.

As hcs already been mentioned, the effects of this nay be that the

Neoro will turn at'ainst all whites as he seers to fiad his own

snlf-image and develoT) a more positive evaluation of himself as

a Negro who wishes to be a Negro, rather than as a Negro who

secretly wishes to be white. Mite support will not only be

ignored ut may be shunned with contempt. Certainly, there are

signs that this has already begun. Unfortunately, as will be

discussed in the next section, an increase in resistance among

whites, perhaps particularly among the middle class who traditionally

have been the greatr.lst supporters of Negro civil rights, may also

accompany the Me4-fro's rise in status. Thus the possibility of

even rreatcr future racial conflict between races may be almost

untvoidable.



Part B

Effect on Whites

This aspect of the study addressed itself to the image of the

Negro among whites. As mentioned previously, there is already some

evidence which suggests that much racial bias is connected to in-

accurate and limited information about Negroes. Byrne and Wong (1962),

for example, found that highly prejudiced persons assume greater

dissimilarity between themselves and Negroes regardless of the

direction of their preference, and there was even evidence in their

study that a positive shift in the attitudes of whites occurred towards

those Negroes who were perceived as having attitudes congruent with

their own. Thus, it was felt, from this belief-congruence theory,

that if an opportunity was created which allowed white youths to meet

Negroes who reflected, in their lives, some of the goals and aspira-

tions of these youths, a positive shift in their attitudes towards

race would take place.

1. Social Survey Questions

Subjects.

178 male and female Grade IX students (89 experimentals and 89

controls) from an all white suburban junior high school (School S).

Socio-economic level of students was gauged through father's occupation

using the scale of Warner, meeker and Eells (1949).
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Instrument.

Social Survey Questions (S.S.Q.) - This is a modification of the

Levinson F and California E Scales, and it contained a total of 38

items (See appendix for entire scale). Subjects indicated agreement

or non-agreement with statements on a six point scale and each subject

received a total score for seven items dealing with Negroes and a

total score for eight items dealing with foreigner or minority groups.

Analysis was made of the discrepancies obtained by subtracting post-

test scores from pre-test scores for each subject.

Results of S.S.O.

Table VII reveals that there were no overall significant film

effects on the pre- post-test discrepancy scores of the Social Survey

Questions until father's occupation was considered. Categories one

through five on the Warner, Meeker and Eells' Scale were compared with

categories six and seven. Essentially this meant comparing lower socio-

economic students (those whose fathers were unskilled or minimally

skilled laborers) with middle class students (there were very few

students whose fathers were in the one or two categories). With socio-

economic or occupational level of father considered, a significant inter-

action appeared with Film Effect (F=6.07, significant at the .05 level).

When this interaction was broken down, Table VIII reveals that

students whose fathers had higher occupational ratings (one through

five) had become significantly more prejudiced following the films

(F-4.60, significant at the .05 level), while the lower socio-economic
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Table VII

Effects of Films on Attitudes Towards Negroes,

Foreigners and Minorities, and Interaction With

Socio-Economic Level of Students

Source df MS

Subjects 177

Film Effect 1 822.138 0.35

Father's
Occupation 1 4443.536 1.86

Film Effect and
Father's Occupation 1 14504.830 6.07*

Error 174 2387.898

Target
(Negro vs. Foreigner) 1 2974.273 1.81

Film Effect
and Target 1 84.070 .05

Father's Occupation
and Target 1 1817.598 1.12

Film Effect, Father's
Occupation and Target 1 29.081 .02

Error 174 1624.508

* Significant at .05 level
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Table VIII

Analysis of Film Effect--Father's Occupation

Films and High

MS

Interaction

F

Occupation 9231.446 4.60*

Films and Low
Occupation 6095.523 3.04

Occupation and
Experimentals 17502.429 8.72**

Occupation and
Controls 1445.938 .72

* Significant at .05 level
** Significant at .01 level

Direction

Experimentals more
prejudiced than controls

Experimentals less
prejudiced than controls

High occupation more
prejudiced than low occupa-
tion

Low occupation more
prejudiced than high
occupation

students (with father's occupations in the six and seven categories)

had become less prejudiced, although this failed to meet the required

level for statistical. significance (F=3.04, between the .05 and .10

levels).

Viewing this result another way, the interaction between father's

occupation and the S.S.Q., among experimentals was highly significant

(F=8.72, significant beyond the one percent level), while the inter-

action between occupation and scores on the S.S.Q. among the controls

approached zero, and was even in the opposite direction to the
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experimentals. Thus, father's occupation or socio-economic status

seemed to be an important factor in determining reaction to the films.

It might also be noted that no significant interaction was found in

terms of Target, i.e. prejudice increased towards both Negroes and

foreigners or decreased towards both.

Discussion of S.S.Q. Results

Contrary to what might have been predicted from the belief-

congruence theory, middle class, white, suburbai students became

more prejudiced after seeing films of middle class Negroes. This was

true in spite of the fact that these Negroes should have reflected in

their lives and attitudes a pattern of values similar to these white

students. It should also be reported that an examination of the pre-

test scores of high and low socio-economic experimentals revealed that

the high occupation students had lower initial prejudice scores than did

the low occupation group. The chi square of 3.3 just failed to meet

the required 5 per cent level, however. This result is similar to other

past investigations using the California E and F scales in which nega-

tive correlations were found between ethnocentrism and authoritarianism

and intelligence or socio-economic status (Christie, 1954). The im-

portant thing to note in the present investigation, however, is that

the supposed lower prejudiced, high occupation group became significantll

more prejudiced following the films, and the higher prejudiced, low

occupation groups became less prejudiced.



One must assume that the Negroes in the films represented a threat

to these students and one possible explanation may be in terms of the

very high occupational status of the film models. Since all of the

Negroes shown fell into professional or semi-professional categories

and chances are likely that in a great many cases, if not in most, they

held positions and had achieved a higher level of success than had the

fathers of these middle class students. An examination of the occupa-

tions of the middle class experimentals showed a preponderance of 3's,

4's and 5's, on the Warner, Meeker and Bells' scale, and only a very

few l's and 2's (professional and semi-professional). The neighborhood

in which this school was located could be best described as lower-

middle to middle-middle income group - a new housing development on the

outskirts of a small midwastern city with houses probably ranging in

price from $13,000 to $20,000. Thus, one might hypothesize that the

obtained findings reflect some sort of status-threat and that these

middle-class students were reacting to seeing Negroes who held positions

as good as, or superior to those held by their fathers.

One might then ask why the lower class (unskilled labor) group

did not feel similarly threatened. Perhaps the explanation for this

resides in the fact that the occupations held by the Negro film models

were too remotely separated from those held by the fathers of lower

class students, and hence little threat existed. There is a multitude

of research literature which might lend support to this explanation
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including the experimental research dealing with goal gradient phenomena

(Dollard and Miller, 1950) and the fact that the closer one is to a

goal, the greater is the ensuing frustration when one is blocked in

attempts to attain it. Lewin's (1935) classical studies of frustration

and aggression when children were faced with obstacles just prior to

attaining a goal also comes to mind. Here, the amount of aggression

shown by these children increased, after being blocked, as their

proximity to the desired goal increased. Hence the lower class

students, so far from the goal of professional status, were unaffected

by the experimental films. It may also be true that these lower class

families are more content with the level of success that has taken them

out of the city and into the suburbs in comparison to their inner-city

counterparts, and they are also less status oriented than their middle

class neighbars.

These results, however, are not easily integrated into the body

of research findings reported in the literature. For example, past

studies seem to have indicated that contact with Negroes usually re-

sulted in a decrease in prejudice, among college students and govern-

ment employees (MacKenzie, 1948), workers (Gundlach, 1956, Palmore,

1955) seamen (Brophy, 1956), and in integrated housing projects

(Deutsch and Collins, 1951; Wilner, Walkley and Cook, 1952), among

housewives. Allport (1954) even concludes that "Occupational contact

with the Negroes of equal status tends to make for lessened prejudice.

It helps if one knows Negroes of higher occupational status than one's
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own" (page 276). This latter statement is contradicted by the present

investigator's findings. However, one factor which, perhaps, is very

important, is the time at which these previous studies were undertaken.

The achieving Negro may well represent a greater threat today th a

he did twenty, or even ten, years ago, because the demands being made

by Negroes for equal opportunity are becoming more vocal and the

numbers of successful Negroes are increasing. Thus, what once might

have been a rather curious oddity or which might have represented an

opportunity for "liberal" condescension has now become a competitive,

threatening work force, demanding rights and equality rather than

being "humbly gLdteful" for any acceptance offered.

The fact that the middle class were most threatened by the highly

successful Negroes also contradicts the observations of Bettleheim and

Janowitz (1950) who found that upward mobility was negatively correlated

to prejudice. However, they were dealing with initial prejudiced atti-

tudes towards Negroes while the present investigator is dealing with

an increase in prejudice among upwardly mobile whites when they are

confronted by upwardly mobile Negroes. Bettleheim and Janowitz

attributed their results to the fact that much prejudice is caused by

the displacement of self-dissatisfaction and rage, similar to the

phenomenon noted by Miller and Bugelski (1948) who found that experi-

mentally frustrated boys showed a rise in prejudice towards minority

group members, or Perison (1946) who commented on the rise of anti-

semitism during depressions and war. However, as mentioned, today the



strength of the Negro is growing, his demands for equal opportunity to

pursue his goals are more vocal, the resultant threat to middle class

in terms of status and competition may, therefore, be increasing, and

it would not be too surprising to find that previous research results

are true only for the conditions which existed at the time during which

they were conducted.

The present investigator's xesults also offer a challenge to

belief-congruence theory for they suggest that its importance may be

far less than has been claimed by recent research. It would appear

instead that prejudice and negative attitudes towards race might

arise rapidly in terms of a situational threat regardless of per-

ceived belief-congruence just as experiments associating punishment and

names of countries were able to create negative attitudes towards

Bolivians and Columbians (Stagner and Britton, 1949). The question

also arises as to whether the lower socio-economic classes in School S

would have shown an increase in prejudice if the films had shown

movies of Negroes who were wlders, tool and die makers, carpenters or

others who fell into a five category on the Warner, Meeker and Bells,

since this is the group that should be the greatest threat to them?

Do these results also have important implications for the whole future

of the civil rights movement, particularly in terms of the role of the

middle class from whom the greatest amount of support has come historic-

ally? What will happen to some of their more "liberal" attitudes



towards Negroes when these Negroes reach a level of achievement and

success which begins to offer competitive threat to the status or

prestige needs of these whites? The riots which took place in the

suburban areas of Chicago and Milwaukee during the past summer might

already suggest the answer to these questions.

The comments above might apply only to suburban whites, however,

since a different result seemed to appear among whites in the inner-

city integrated schools following the films. Because of the fear of

alienating Negroes the more direct measurement of attitudes towards

race, such as the Social Survey Questions, was not used. Instead, it

was hoped that the differential reaction to anonymous Negro and white

photos would reflect changes in attitudes towards race both among

Negroes And among whites. Thus the photograph technique was used at

all junior high schools, including School S, while the S.S.Q. was

utilized only at the latter. These results add a further dimension

to the data already reported and discussed and they will now be

presented to see what further light can be shed on this problem.

2. Trait Ratings of White and Negro Photographs for White Junior
High School Students

An analysis of variance with all three schools pooled was first

done and then simple effects for each school were analyzed separately

to determine the origin of those significant interactions which

appeared in the first analysis. These are reproduced in their entirety



in the appendix. The results of each school will be presented and

discussed separately here and following this a synthesis of results

will be attempted. Results from School S, the all white suburban

school, will be presented first. School F, which has a Negro popula-

tion of slightly more than 50%, will be reported next, followed by

School W, which has a 20% Negro population.

Instrument: Photographs of five anonymous males (three whites and

two Negroes). Each photo was assigned a possible occupation) and was

then rated on a ,clue point scale on all of the following traits:

Negro unfavorable stereotypes dishonest, stupid, superstitious,

immoral, irresponsible. Negro favorable stereotypes - cheerful,

musical, athletic, happy-go-lucky, deeply religious. Unfasrorably

non-stereotypes - stubborn, moody, sarcastic, selfish, boasting.

Favorable non-stereotypes - patient, sincere, loyal, generous,

courteous.

School S.

Subjects: 136 white grade IX students composed of 68 experimentals

and 68 controls with an equal number of higher (categories one through

five on the Warner, Meeker and Eells scale) and lower (categories six

and seven) socio-economic students in each group. Subjects were dis-

carded randomly in order to equate cell frequencies.

1 The occupational assignments made to each photograph did not
differentiate between experimentals and controls at either the ele-
mentary or junior high levels among either whites or Negroes. Thus
these results are not presented in the main body of this paper but the
complete analyses of variance for all schools, grade levels and races,
on occupational assignments to photographs, are contained in the
appendix.
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Results at 6chok#1 S

The photograph - trait technique did not prove to be r.s sensitive

a measure as the Social Survey Questions. Table IX contains some of

the simple effects revealed by analysis of variance (see appendix

for complete results). Again, as with the S.S.Q., father's occupation

was found to interact significantly with trait assignments following

the film experience. Thus Table IX reveals a significant interaction

between father's occupation and trait scores for experimentals (F=4.87,

significant at the .0r1 level): with low occupation experimentals showir:4

more positive trait assignwnt to photographs, following films than

high occupation experimentals. This, of course, agrees with the re-

sults found with the Social Survey Questions. The interaction of

father's occupation in terms of trait assignment among controls

approached zero.

Another statistically significant interaction Totich appeared was

in terms of Film Effect - Occupation of Father - Personality Trait

(F=17.0, significant beyond the .01 level). This seemed to indicate

that experimental students from certain socio-economic levels were

differing from their controls in terms of their use of certain Cate-

gories of trait assignments to photographs (i.e. negative stereotypes,

positive stereotypes, negative non-stereotypes or positive non-stereo-

types). Further analysis of this interaction revealed that most of

it was the result of a more negative ratings of photos using non-

stereotype traits on the part of the higher socio-economic experimentalr
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Table IX

Analysis of Personality Trait Assignments to White and

Negro Photographs by White Grade IX Students at School S1

Source df MS F ratios

Subjects 135

Father's Occupation and 1 70.662 4.87*
Experimentals

Father's Occupation and 1 0.012 0
Controls

Error 14.51

Films - Father's Occupation
and Race of Photograph

1 11.488 .44

Error 28.466

Films - Father's Occupation
and Traits (i.e.= and - stereo
and = and - non-stereo)

3 246.672 17.00**

Films - High Occupation - 1 62.406 4.30*
Non-Stereotype Traits

Films - Low Occupation - 1 7.620 .52
Non- Stereotype Traits

Error 14.51

* significant at the .05 level
** significant at the .01 level

Direction

High Occup. more
neg. than lows

Lows more posi-
tive than highs

Experimentals
more neg. than
controls

Experimentals
more pos. than
controls

1
The entire analysis of variance for all junior high schools pooled
together as well as complete simple effects for each school are con-
tained in the appendix.
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(F=4.73, significant at the .05 level of confidence). It might also

be noted that the lower socio-economic experimentals were in the

opposite direction to this, a result which again parallels the S.S.Q.

results in this school. This latter, admittedly, was only a trend.

Discussion of Results at School S

The results obtained from the photograph technique at this school

are rather disappointing in view of the more marked differences found

on the S.S.Q. However, higher socio-economic experimentals did rate

the photographs more negatively following the films and this result

parallels the results of the S.S.Q. They also tended tc assign their

negative ratings to photos using non-stereotype traits. It seems

difficult to attribute this to an attempt to try and disguise or hide

their prejudice since they were fairly open about these attitudes on

the S.S.Q. However, the possibility exists that using stereotypes was

too obvious for these students who instead preferred to express their

prejudice more subtly.

It is also difficult to determine why they tended to rate all

photos more negatively, rather than rating just the Negro photos in

this fashion, although an examination of the pre- and post-test means

in Table X does reveal that they were also the group who shifted in a

negative direction towards Negro photos following the films. This

shift, admittedly, was not found to be statistically significant, how-

ever. One could think of the more negative ratings of all photographs
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as a sort of stimulus generalization or displacement similar to the

findings on the S.S.Q. where prejudice increased towards both Negroes

and foreigners, following the films, among higher socio-economic

students, However, as will be seen during the discussion of results

from Schools F and W, the data obtained from the photograph technique

are not easily interpreted at this time although various possible ex-

planations will be offered during the synthesis at the end of this

section.



Table X

Pre- and Post-Test Meansl of Higher and Lower Socio-Econmic White

Studenta at Schools So F, and W, for White and Negro Photographs

School S

Pre-White
Means

Post-White
Means

Pre-Negro
Means

Post -Negro
Means

Exper. 2.64 2.73 2.55 2.65

Higher Socio-
Economic Control 2.71 2.76 2.64 2.65

Exper. 2.69 2.70 2.69 2.67

Lower Socio-
Economic Control 2.66 2.68 2.68 2.73

School F
Exper. 2.87 2.79 2.68 2.74

Higher Socio-
Economic Control 2.59 2.73 2.46 2.60

Exper. 2.79 2.83 2.57 2.56
Lower Socio-
Economic Control 2.73 2.52 2.46 2.29

School W
Exper. 2.85 2.83 2.62 2.53

Higher Socio-
Economic Control 2.76 2.69 2.35 2.35

bower Socio-
Exper. 2.83 2.76 2.53 2.78

Economic Control 2.83 2.97 2.59 2.70

1 These scores represent the means for individual photographs which
ranged from one, for most positive, through five, for most negative.
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School F (50% Negro)

Subjects: 44 grade nine students cmposed of 22 experimentals and 22

controls with an equal number of higher and lower socio-economic

students in each group.

Results at School F

Table XI indicates a number of significant interactions among

whites at this school with the largest Negro population. Breakdown

of a significant Film Effect - Father's Occupation interaction (F=13.36,

significant at the .01 level) reveals that higher socio-economic ex-

perimentals became more positive towards photographs, when compared

with their controls, following the films (F =5.02, significant at the

.05 level) while lower socio-economic experimentals became more nega-

tive (F=8.58, significant at the .01 level). As will be noted, however

the interaction between Father's Occupation among Experimertals was

non-significant (F=.32), while there was a highly significant inter-

action between Father's Occupation and trait assignments for Controls

(F=21.21, significant beyond the .01 level). Thus, the main change

seems to have taken place because of shifts among the controls.

Significant interactions also appeared in terms of rating white

photographs with higher socio-economic students becoming more positive

towards white photos (F=5.57, significant at the .05 level) and lower

socio-economic students becoming more negative (F=6.85, significant

at the .01 level).



Discussion of Results at School F

These results must be interpreted with caution. In the first

place, the significant shifts took place in terms of all photographs

rather than on just Negro photos. Tndeed, a breakdown reveals that the

greatest changes actually took place on white photos with higher socio-

economic students becoming more positive in their evaluation of these,

following the films, while lower socio-economic students became more

negative. This is somewhat similar to School S where students became

either positive or negative towards all photos but at School F, of

course, the findings are reversed for now it is the lower socio-

economic students who seem to be responding most negatively to the

film experience. In addition, Table XI reveals that the actual changes

came about not so much from experimentals as from controls. Indeed,

there are only small changes in the pre- post-test means shown in

Table X for either the higher or lower socio-economic experimentals and,

instead, the films appear to have had somewhat of a leveling effect

upon these students. The controls, on the other hand, have shifted,

over time, in different directions, with lower socio-economic controls

becoming more positive in their evaluation of white and Negro photo-

graphs and higher socio-economic controls becoming more negative. If

we were to assume that the experimentals would have drifted in these

same directions, if the films had not intervened, then we might say

that the film experience had a positive effect on the higher socio-

economic students by preventing a shift in a negative direction, while
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it impeded the development of more positive attitudes among lower socio-

economic students.

What does this trend mean? One could interpret it as suggesting

that in an integrated school with Negroes even in a slight majority,

lower socio-economic students become more positively inclined towards

their fellow Negro students. One might also wonder whether the

positive shift towards the white photos represents some sort of stimulus

generalization and perhaps more positive feelings towards all strangers

or even towards self. However, when these students are shown films of

successful Negroes some kind of threat emerges, perhaps having to do

with status, and the development of these more positive attitudes is

impeded. The higher socio-economic whites, on the other hand, over a

similar period of time, tend to become more negative.

One might wonder whether there are socio-economic cliques formed

in this school which determine whether, or how much, one associates

with Negro students. If so, perhaps the lower socio-economic white

might find his Negro counterpart (almost all Negroes in this school

were from lower socio-economic backgrounds) shared a great deal in

common with himself. Perhaps he might find some consolation in the

fact that they both shared economic deprivations and the films, when

introduced, then set up a cognitive dissonance with a resulting dampen-

ing effect on the positive attitude shift. The higher socio-economic

student, on the other hand, may remain aloof, or perhaps he even equates

social class differences with racial differences, thus reinforcing

already existing Negro stereotypes.
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Admittedly, it is impossible to do anything more than speculate

from the present data. All one can state is that there is evidence

that the films may have had a negative effect on lower socio-economic

whites in a school with a high percentage of Negroes, perhaps counter-

acting the possible benefit of increased associations with Negroes by

setting up some kind of status threat. Among higher socio-economic

students the reaction seemed to be in the opposite direction.

School W (20% Negro)

Subjects: 76 grade nine students composed of 38 experimentals and 38

controls with an equal number of higher and lower socio-economic

students in each group.

Results at School W

Table XII reveals a significant Film Effect - Father's Occupation -

Race of Photograph interaction (F=9.68, significant at the .01 level)

and a breakdown of this reveals that both white and Negro photos were

responsible for the interaction (F=6.27 for white photos and k;=13.84 for

Negro photos, both significant at the .05 level). A further analysis

indicates that it was primarily among lower socio-economic experimentals

that change took place for they had become more positive towards white

photographs (F=9.99, significant at the .01 level) and more negative

towards Negro photographs (this F of 2.74 is not sufficient for

statistical significance, however). Higher socio-economic experi-

mentals show no significant differences but had tended to shift in a

somewhat more positve direction on Negro photographs.
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Table XI

Analysis of Personality Trait Assignments to White and

Negro Photographs by White Grade IX Students at School F

Source df MS F ratios

Subjects 43

Film Effect and 1 193.828 13.36**
Father's Occupation

Films and High Occup. 1 72.820 5.02*

Films and Low Occup. 1 124.445 8.58**

Films - High Occup.
and White Photos

1 80.742 5.57*

Films - High Occup.
and Negro Photos

1 6.187 .42

Films - Low Occup.
and White Photos

1 99.409 6.85**

Films - Low Occup.
and Negro Photos

1 29.455 2.03

Father's Occup. and 1 4.602 .32

Experimentals

Father's Occup. and 1 307.782 21.21**
Controls

Error 14.51

* significant at the .05 level

** significant at the .01 level
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Direction

Exper. more posi-
tive than control

Exper. more negative
than control

Exper, more positive
than control

Exper. more positive
than control

Exper. more negative
than control

Exper. more negative
than control

Highs more positive
than lows

Lows more positive
than highs



Table XII

Analysis of Personality Trait Assignments to White and

Negro Photographs by White Grade IX Students at School W

Source df MS F ratios

Subjects 75

Film Effect-Father's 1 140.411 9.68**
Occup.-Race of Photo

Films-Father's Occup. 1 90.948 6.27*
- White Photos

Films-Father's Occup. 1 55.684 3.84*
- Negro Photos

Films-High Occup. - 1 4.246 .29
White Photos

Films-High Occup. - 1 18.013 1.24
Negro Photos

Films-Low Occup. - 1 130.561 9.00**
White Photos

Films-Low Occup. 1 39.803 2.74
Negro Photos

Error 14.51

significant at the .05 level

** significant at the .01 level

Direction

Experimental more negative
than control

Experimental more positive
than control

Experimental more positive
than control

Experimental more negative
than control



Discussion of Results at School W

Here again, as with School F, lower socio-economic students show

a tendency to increase in negative ratings of Negro photos following

the film experience. Breakdown of a significant Film Effect - Occupa-

tion of Father - Individual Photograph interaction (F =3.54, significant

at the .05 level) even revealed that lower socio-economic experimentals

at School W became especially negative towards one particular Negro

photo (the oldest and last Negro photo presented) and this F of 5.16

was statistically significant at the .05 level. Higher socio-economic

experimentals, on the other hand, showed an opposite, though non-

significant trend. However, in this school, an increase in negative

feelings towards Negro photos was accompanied by a significant increase

in positive feelings towards white photos. This could be interpreted

as an attempt to reassert attitudes of white superiority by these

apparently threatened lower socio-economic experimentals so that nrA

only is the Negro damned, but the white is praised.

Discussion of Results at Schools S, F and W

School W, as in School F, the major shift following the film

experience seems to take place among the lower socio-economic students.

They both tend to become more negative in their evaluation of Negro

photographs. Contrary to School F, however, lower socio-economic ex-

perimentals at W became significantly more positive in their evaluation

of white photos. The apparently negative shift among this name group at

School F was, as mentioned, primarily due to the high positive shift
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among their controls. However, an examination of the change scores

from pre- to post-testing shown in Table XIII does give an overall

view which does reveal that the films had their most negative effect

among higher socio-economic experimentals at School S and among lower

socio-economic experimentals at the integrated schools F and W. In a

similar fashion their effect was positive among lower socio-economic

whites at School S and among higher socio-economic whites at F and W.

It should also be noted that the apparently large negative shift among

lower socio-economic controls at School W is primarily due to a shift

on white photos.

Table XIII

Mean Change Scores from Pre- to Post-Testing for Higher and

Lower Socio-Economic Whites at Schools SI F and W1

Exp. High
Occup.

Exp. Low
Occup.

Control High
Occup.

Control Low
Occup.

School S -.438 +.018 -.169 -.163

School F +.100 -.105 -.714 +.959

School W +.266 -.276 +.187 -.629

+ is change in a more positive direction

- is change in a more negative direction

1 Means per photo, per trait category (sum of five actual responses).



How can these apparently contradictory findings at Schools F and

W regarding white photographs be explained? One could interpret the

more positive shift at W as a reassertion of feelings of white superior-

ity following the cognitive dissonance which resulted from being con-

fronted by successful Negroes. Why, however, does this only take

place at School W, and why is the shift in anapparantly different

direction at School F? Certainly there are major differences between

these two schools simply in terms of their racial composition since

Negroes represent a definite minority (20%) at School W and are in a

slight majority at school F, (somewhat over 50%). in the same way the

lower socio-economic group is a majority at Fo since all of the Negroes

fall into this category, although at both schools there seems to be a

fairly even division of higher and lower socio-economic white students

(using the socio-economic divisions adopted by the investigator).

However, it is still difficult to see how racial or socio-economic

ratios can explain why the apparently threatened lower-socio-economic

students at one school downgrade Negro photos and at the same time seem

to generalize and downgrade anonymous white photos as well, while at

another school a negative rating of Negro photos is accompanied by a

seemingly compensatory positive evaluation of white photos.

Some of these differences which seem to emerge when the results at

School F are compared to the results at W, are, as has already been

discussed, due to the fact that lower socio-economic students at F may

develop more positive feelings towards Negroes, over time, perhaps as a
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result of their greater associations with them. (i.e. controls shifted

in a more positive direction). This did not seem to take place at W

where lower socio-economic controls shifted in a slightly more nega-

tive direction towards both white and Negro photos. One might interpret

these findings as perhaps indicating that the lower socio-economic groups

of whites may be forced into greater interaction with Negro students as

the racial ratio increases and they may find that their values and ideas

are not as different from thistarget group as they had formerly be-

lieved. Thus, belief congruence ma.ght be playing some role in de-

creasing prejudice among these students so long as prestige or status

threat is not called into play. However, as the data seems to suggest,

once films of successful Negroes are introduced, the positive effects

of such interaction are undone or inhibited possibly because of threat

to status. The higher socio-economic at these integrated schools, on

the other hand, do not seem to change or benefit over time in the same

way, either because they remain aloof and in cliques, or perhaps be-

cause social class differences operate and tend to simply reinforce

previously existing stereotypes about Negroes which are then attributed

to race rather than socio-economic influences.

Admittedly the data at this time cannot be adequately explained

although one finding does seem clear - namely, that some groups of

students who saw the films did change in a statistically significant

fashion on certain aspects of their ratings of the photographs. For

example, even at School S, where the S.S.Q. results have already shcwn
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that middle class students were most threatened by the films, the

largest differences which appeared in the data, i.e. a negative loading

of photos using non-stereotype traits, was among the higher socio-

economic experimentals. It was also this group which has the most

negative shift in their rating of Negro photos, although this result

was not statistically significant. In a similar -thion at Schools F

and W it was the lower socio-economic experimentals w ) tended to give

the most negative ratings to Negro photos following the Mrs, when

compared to their controls, and it was among these groups that signifi-

cant shifts took place in terms of their treatment of white photos as

well.

It may well be that the inconsistencies seen in terms of their

treatment of these white photos might be due to the that different

defense mechanisms are being mixed and confounded. Thus, for example,

in the case of individuals who rely heavily upon projection or dis-

placement, a threat to stat-s or prestige needs might result in rating

all photos negatively, i.e. to damn everyone or see everyone as a

hostile threat. Deniers, on the other hand, might tend to respond by

inflating their own sense of importance and giving highly positive

ratings to all white men. Thus there may be no consistent way in which

any group responds to the threat imposed by the films in terms of their

ultimate treatment of white photographs, but instead, the threatened

group can only be identified by the fact that they seem to rate Negro

photographs morenegatively and by the fact that accompanying this they
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treat the white photos in some significantly different fashion than the

non-threatened group. One might therefore have to identify the prevalent

defensive mechanisms preferred by the individuals involved in order to

predict in advance how they woula respond in their ratings of anonymous

white photographs following prestige or status threat or an experience

that creates cognitive d!,ssonance.

One thing that should also be noted in the results is the fact

that in each school the Negro photographs are initially rated more

positively than the white. The most parsimonious explanation for this

may be that the students might have been aware of the fact that their

ratings of photos were giving some estimation of their attitudes towards

Negroes and they weren't going to be caught damning Negroes too openly.

It is interesting to note, in view of this possibility, that School S

was not willing to "give" as much in this respect when compared with

the students at Schools F and W Students at S rated the Negro and

white photos fairly evenly. At Schools F and W, however, the Negro

photos seem to be rated much more positively than the white photos.

Do the more comparable Negro-white ratings at School S indicate a more

negative attitude towards Negroes at this all white school? Another

explanation could simply be that white students in integrated schools

are more sensitive about revealing negative attitudes about Negroes and

hence they give inflated positive initial ratings to Negro photos as a

sort of over-compensatory cover -up. This is given some support in view

of the fact that they also rate the white photos much more negatively
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than the students at School S while, at the same time, rating the Negro

photos more positively. Surely we couldn't interpret this as meaning

that white students in integrated schools have more negative feelings

towards whites? Thus the explanation of a sort of over-compensatory

cover-up of feelings seems to best explain the data.

This, of course, should not have any bearing upon the interpretatic

of results already reported since this analysis dealt with change score::

from pre- to post-testing among experimentals versus controls. It also

does not invalidate the investigator's hypothesis concerning the fact

that the students did not realize the true purpose of the experiment

since the main concern was that the experimental group did not connect

the film experience with the testing. Tf there was some realization

that a highly negative evaluation of a Negro photo might give some hint

of the rater's racial attitudes, this took place for both experimentals

and controls and hence should have no bearing on the differences found

between these two groups.

Another question which arises is why the higher socio-economic

students at an all white school and the lower socio-economic students

in integrated schools were those most threatened or adversely affected

by films of successful Negroes. Why weren't the middle class whites at

School F and W equally threatened by the films? Why weren't the lower

class students at School S responding like their counterparts at

Schools F and W?



It seems a fairly safe assumption to make that the middle class

white student whose parents have moved to the suburbs (perhaps even to

escape from Negroes) may be quite different from the inner-city middle

class family which has chosen, for one reason or another, to stay. The

stereotype of the middle class suburbanite, struggling to "keep up with

the Joneses", concerned over status symbols ofwealth and possessions,

heavily mortgaged and intensely ambitious to improve his lot even

further has been highly documented over the years (Dobriner, 1958;

Wood, 1959). Thus we would expect him to be more insecure about his

position and more threatened by the prospect of highly successful

Negroes who are, incidently, the only ones who might be in a position

to move into his neighborhood.

For this reaoon the impact of belief congruence stemming from the

films of successful Negroes may have had a better chance of making it-

self felt on the inner-city middle class student than on his more up-

wardly mobile, status and prestige conscious, suburban counterpart.

Why then are the lower class students affected so negatively in

the integrated schools while this does not appear to be the case in

suburbia. The argumant has already been presented regarding the fact

that the lower class suburbanite may have felt less threat to his

prestige because of the remoteness of these Negro professionals to his

own status. As Bettleheim and Janowitz (1950) conclude "....the group

which is directly threatened in its economic (job) security is likely

to be more intolerant of the groups with which it feels in competitionv

(page 256). In line with this Hyman (1953) points out that the middle
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class values prestige in the same way as the lower class values

security, particularly economic security, since the former do not need

to worry as much about their ability to fulfill the basics necessary for

sheer subtenance, while the latter must continually face the prospect

of sudden lay-offs, loss of jobs, etc. it was for this reason that the

investigator hypothesized that films of skilled technicians might have

resulted in an increase in prejudice among the lower class suburbanite.

Another factor which must be considered in discussing the reaction

of the lower class, however, is that students, in an integrated school,

may develop the need to be better than the Negro - i.e. the Negro

comes to play an important role in terms of the status needs of these

students similar to the "red-neck" phenomenon of the lower class south-

ern white who feels that he can at least point to someone in his

immediate vicinity towards whom he can feel superior. Neugarten (1940)

and Allport (1954) have both commented on the need among lower classes

to be better than someone else. Again, Bettleheim and Janowitz (1950)

point out this aspect moNt clearly in tbeir commeo.t that the fight for

self-respect is often found among the prejudiced - the fight to be

somebody and to avoid being a nobody. Thus, in an integrated setting a

pecking order mc.y i.e eptablished with the Negtces on the bottom so that

the lower class whitest who are only one step further up this ladder,

may be most threatened by the prospect of successful Negroes who might

disturb this hierarchy,. If this is true, then one would hypothesize th:,

films of either Negro professionals or Negro technicians would have
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tended to increase prejudice or negative feelings towards Negroes among

white lower socio-economic students in an integrated school setting.

In many ways this entire discussion harks back to an observation

made earlier in the discussion of the S.S.Q. results - namely, that

prejudice may arise quickly in terms of some highly personal or situa-

tional stress. Thus, to truly understand an increase in negative atti-

tudes towards some target group one must look to the immediate threat

that this group is creating for the prejudiced. The threat may be in

terms of job security, economic status, prestige or any other important

goals that people strive for in our society. As Bettleheim and

Janowitz (1950; observed in the prejudiced reactions of veterans

towards Jews and Negroes, although many of the prejudiced wanted to see

Jews deported from the country, almost none wanted to see the Negroes

deported. Instead they only wished to see that Negroes were "kept in

their place". As these authors concluded, the Negro has come to serve

an important function in our society (as he may have come to serve in

some of the integrated schools for lower socio-economic whites). If

the Negro were to leave it would be left to the white man to perform

those lowly tasks which are now assigned to Negroes. Thus we may

prefer to maintain our stereotype image of the Negro slum dweller and

there may be great resistance among many of us to any perception of the

Negro as someone who is capable of doing more than menial labor and

those jobs which he performed for so many years in a slave society.
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3. Photograph Technique fox White Elementary Subjects.

Subjects: 30 fifth and sixth grade students from three integrated

schools (with Negro ratios of 50/ or more) composed of 20 experimentals

and 10 controls, and 60 fifth and sixth grade students from an all white

elementary, suburban school composed of 40 experimentals and 20 controls

Instrument.

Five photographs of anonymous males (three white and two Negro)

identical to those used at other schools These were evaluated using tip

same traits used by elementary Negro students. Rating was done on a

four point scale for each of the following: stupid; lazy; dirty; bad;

feels as good as anybody else; sure of self. Analysis was made of the

change from pre- to post-testing for each student for white and Negro

photos.

Results for Elementary White Students

Table XIV reveals an overall statistically significant Film Effect

1
It was necessary to discard a number of controls from each

school because of a lack of higher socio-economic controls at the inte-
grated schools and a lack of lower socio-economic controls at the
suburban school. Since father's occupation was not found to be a
significant factor in terms of personality trait assignment, following
films, (F for Film Effect - Father's Occupation = 1.14), as it had been
among junior high students, a reanalysis using all students was done.
This enlarged the elementary integrated sample to 16 experimentals and
16 controls and increased the suburban sample to 53 experimentals and
53 controls. The complete analysis of variance for this is also in
the appendix. However, the results were almost identical to the above
analysis. The Film Effect F ratio changed from 6.10 to 6.58. The
school - Film - Race of Photo interaction changed from 4.18 to 2.95
(which was now insignificant). Thus, by adding more controls to the all
white suburban school sample, it became more similar to the integrated
white sample.
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Table XIV

Analysis of Personality Trait Assignments to White and Negro

Photographs by Elementary White Students in Integrated Schools

and by Elementary Suburban White Studentsl

Source df MS F ratios

Subjects 89

School (integrated versus
suburban) 1 14.831 4.46*

Film Effect 1 2u.289 6.10*

Father's Occupation 1 0.002 0

School Film 1 5.513 1.66

School - Father's Occup. 1 11.667 3.51

Film - Father's Occupation 1 3.787 1.14

School - Film - Occupation 1 0.534 0.16

Error 82 3.328

Race of Photograph 1 0.501 0.23

School - Race 1 4.106 1.95

School - Film - Race 1 8.798 4.18*

School - Film - Race - Occup. 1 0.600 0.29

Error 2.107

Breakdown of School - Film - Race of Photo Interaction

df MS F ratios

Films - White Photos - Integrated Sch. 1 .779 0.34

Films - White Photos - Suburban School 1 27.113 9.98**

* significant at the .05 level
** significant at the .01 level
1 The entire analysis of variance can be found in the appendix.
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(F=6.10, significant at: thu .05 level) in terms of trait assignment

to photographs. Unlike the junior high school whites, however, there

was no significant interaction with father's occupation (F=1.14).

Thus socio-economic level did not appear to be an important factor in

determing either the direction or kind of trait assignment made to

photos.

A significant School - Film Effect - Race of Photograph (F=4.18,

significant at the .05 level) seems to indicate that one of the

schools (i,e. either the suburban or the integrated) was differing in

terms of trait assignments to either white or Negro photographs,

following the films. A breakdown of this interaction revealed that

the all white, suburban school had its greatest shift, following

films, in terms of trait assignments to white photographs (F=9.98,

significant at the .01 level). As Table XV indicates, both schools

also shift positively in their treatment of Negro photographs. How-

ever, it was only at the suburban school that this was accompanied by

an ever greater positive shift in rating white photos.

The significant School interaction in Table IV (F=4.46, signifi-

cant at the .05 level) dropped to an F of 2.18 when more controls

were added to both the suburban and integrated groups (See footnote

on page 67). It is apparently due, primarily, to more positive

assignment to white and Negro photos at the suburban and more nega-

tive assignment to white and Negro photos at the integrated schools.
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Table XV

Pre- and Post-Test Means for Personality Trnit Assignments

Made to White and Negro Photographs by White Elementary Students

and Integrated and Suburban Schools

Experimental

Pre-White
Means

Post-White
Means

Pre-Negro
Means

Post-Negro
Means

Integrated 1.86 1.99 2.02 1.97 20

Control
Integrated 1.79 1.84 1.84 2.03 10

Experimental
Suburban 2.01 1.78 2.19 2.12 40

Control
Suburban 1.76 1.86 2.04 2.10 20

When the additional data was added to the results these means shifted

more towards one another. It should also be noted that this result is

note involved in the film effect since the School - Film Effect inter-

action was minimal (F=1.66) .

Discussion of Results

Perhaps one of the most interesting features to appear in this

analysis is the fact that father's occupational level does not seem to

be an important factor in determining response to photos, following the

film series. Apparently the films had an overall positive impact on

white elementary students regardless of their socio-economic level.
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This suggests that younger: students, as would probably be predicted,

are not as prestige or status conscious as their junior high school

counterparts, and the implication is also present that the films have

their greatest benefit at the elementary levels.

The apparently large positive shift that takes place towards

white photos among suburban experimentals is difficult to interpret,

especially since it does tend to disappear somewhat when the sample is

increased (see footnote on page 67 ). Perhaps it could be interpreted

as a need to reassert feelings of white superiority in spite of in-

creased positive feelings towards Negroes - i.e. a sort of "You're

better than I thoughtyou were, but you're still not as good as we are."

That this did not take place among the integrated elementary students

may indicate that the latter are less defensive about Negroes because

of their greater association with them. If the assumptions made

earlier, regarding lower socio-economic whites in integrated junior

high schools, are valid, the suggestion is also contained, in present

results, that Negroes do not come to play an important role in the

self-esteem of lower socio-economic students until some later grade

level. This is also apparently true of the suburban whites, or at

least the present data would suggest this.

Perhaps one observation which was made during the film showings

might be of relevance in terms of this discussion. It was reported by

assistants who ran the films at various grade levels that although

students in the elementary grades discussed race, the topic was never
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raised at the junior high school level. Thus, for example, 5th and

6th grade students, particularly Negro students, would ask whether

the film that day was about a white person or a Negro. In some cases

inquiries were made regarding the race of a wdul's wife - i.e. whetnex

she was white or Negro. However, at the junior high level no student,

white or Negro, even acknowledged having seen a movie about Negroes.

In one case where there was some question about the race of one

model's wife, there was whispering about this in one classroom in an

integrated junior high school. However, after the film, when the

assistant commented on the whispering and asked whether there were

some questions, no one would comment. It was almost as if race, in

integrated junior high schools, was a taboo subject. This suggests

that in the lower elementary grades there is apparently much less

trauma and much less threat attached to race, perhaps on the part of

both whites and Negroes since both feel free to mention it. However.

at some more advanced age or grade level this threat and trauma in-

creases for both races, in integrated settings.

One explanation which has been offered concerning this is that it

may be connected with dating behavior. Thus, while children play to-

gether without much concern about race; in their playgrounds or

around their homes, following the onset of puberty and dating, race

lines become more noticeable and rigid. Certain classes of boys and

girls are now "off-limits" because of their race and the issues be-

comes more prominent, embarrassing, and affect laden. It is also,

perhaps, especially at this point, that the Negro begins to really
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fell himself falling into his "inferior" role, both in his own eyes

as well as in the eyes of his white companions.

One, of course, can do little more than speculate at this moment

on the meaning of these results. One thing, however, that is strongly

suggested is that socio-economic level and threat do seem to become a

potent force at the junior high level and that if this kind of film

technique is to have maximum success in modifying attitudes towards

Negroes in a positive direction, it should probably be used with

white elementary grade school students.

4. The Non-Pretested Sample

As mentioned in an earlier part of the paper, Edling (1963) has

claimed that pre-testing, in the affective sphere, depresses post-

test scores. The evidence he used to support this conclusion was

based on an experimental procedure in which post-testing took place

only a few days following pre-testing. He argued that this was a

sufficiently long period of time because the normal forgetting curve

for meaningful material shows its greatest drop during the first 48

hours. This, of course, assumed that the attitudes he was measuring

had just been learned, by the students, to some predetermined criterioi

of correct performance, i.e. attitude response strength was identical

to that of a newly learned piece of poetry. In the present investi-

gation there was a period of between five and six months between pre-

and post-testing and there was no evidence of any post-test depression

of scores among the pretested sample. Edling's results are, therefore,

felt to be an artifact due to the very short period between pre- and

post-testing.
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Table XVI gives a comparison between the mean post-test scores of

pre- and non - pretested white and Negro elementary and junior high

school students at various schools in terms of personality trait

assignment to Negro and white photographs. As can be seen, simply

through inspection, there is no consistent pattern which suggests any

depression of pretested scores. Not only do the non-pretested means

fall either above or below the post-test means of the pretested group

in a random fashion, but even if we assume that the direction of

movement shouLd vary according to how the pretested students changed,

there is still no consistent pattern to be found in the non-pretested

scores.

Table XVII shows the comparisons of total mean scores for all

photographs between pre- and non-pretested experimentals and controls,

Almost every F ratio approaches zero. One significant F ratio does

appear, however, in the comparison of low occupation experimentals

from School S. Here non-pretested experimentals did have a signifi-

cantly higher post-test score for all photographs (F=7.14, significa

at the .05 level). However, this result does not make too much

sense since it is in the opposite direction to that which would have

been predicted from the direction of change which tork pl%ce among

pretested experimentals. Low occupation experimentals, at School S,

tended to change in a more positive direction towards photographs

following the films (which also agreed with thexesults of the S.S.Q.) .



TaUe XVI

Comparison of Post-Test Mean Scores for Pre- md Von-Pretested

Stu -'tints in Terms of Personality Trait .,ssignments

to Lhite and Negro Photosi

Pre-Testee Non-Pretest Pre-Tested Non-Pretest
Vhite Photo 'Aite Photo Negro Photo Nero Photo

Experimental 1.99 (N=40) 1.:9 (11 =25) 1.76 (N=40) 1.64 (N=25)
31ementary Negroes

Controls 1.90 (N=26) 2.02 (N=17) 1.91 (N=26) 1.40 (N=17,

Junior Hiet

Eyperimental High Occ.
School S

Control High Occup.

Experimental Low 0cc.
School S

Control Low Occur,.

Expertleatal Ni 3h Occ.
School W

Control Occup.

Exnerimental Low Oec.
School W

Control Low Occup.

Elementary Mites

Experimentals
Elem. Whites(Integ.)

controls

2.73 (N=34)

2.76 (V=34)

2.70 (N=34)

2.6C (17=34)

2.C3 (N=19)

2.69 (N=19)

2.76 (11 =19)

2.97 (U=19)

1.99 (N=20)

1.C4 (N=10)

2.67 (W=25)

2.7C (11=30)

2.92 (N=15)

2.70 (N=15)

2.82 (N=21)

2.80 (U=24)

2.65 (14=34)

2.79 (14=20)

1.90 (N=11)

2.00 (U=19)

2.65 (N=34)

2.65 (N=34)

2.67 (N=34)

2.73 (N=34)

2.53 (N=19)

2.35 (N=19)

2.76 (N=19)

2.70 (N=19)

1.97 (N=20)

2.03 (N=10)

2.66 (N=25,

2.59 (N=30;

2.90 (N=15,

2.66 (N=15,

2.65 (N=21,

2.50 (V=24,

2.74 (N=34,

2.64 (U=20,

1.69 (N=11,

1.60 (N =19;

Experimentals 1.7C (Y=40) 1.99 (H=36) 2.12 (N=40) 2.00 (N=36:
Suburban Elementary

Controls No Non-Pretested Controls available

1
There were insufficient non-pretested junior high NeCro and white
students at School F to do any comparisons.
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Table XVII

Post-test T.-cores for Parsonality Trait AssiT:meats t':) Negro

and White Photogranhs - Pretested versus Non-Pretestsd Students

Scrirn^

School S High White Exper.
Error

df

1
57

School S Hir;h White Controls 1
Error 62

School S Low White Exper.
Zrror

1
47

School S Low White Controls 1
Error 47

School W Nigh White Exper.
Error 38

113

110.50
1186.40

26.13
1198.37

5256.28
736.10

23.54
1049.72

1 185.79

School WHisfh White Controls 1
Error 41

School W Loy' White Exper. 1
'error 51

School W Low White Controls 1
Error 37

Elemen. White Exper. 1
rror 15

Elemen. White Controls 1
Error 18

Suburban Elem. White Exper. 1
Error 45

qu:mrban Elem. White Controls 1
Zrror 27

Elementary Negro Exper.
Error

Elemetrry Ner;ro controls
ror

* significant at the .05 level

1
63

30
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155.99
1241.39

185.92
853.12

15E4.60
917.27

31.30
193.50

117.60
79.31

136.90
88.31

16.11
87.55

78.23
159.83

F ratios Pretest
Nears

.09 2.70

.02 2.72

7.14* 2.69

.02 2.70

.17 2.71

.13 2.56

.22 2.77

1.73 2.86

.16 2.00

1v48 1.75

1.55 1.44

.18 1.95

.49 1.92

62.40 .45
139.15

1.84

Non-Pre}

2.67

2.70

2.91

2.6E

2.75

2.68

2.81

2.73

1.94

2.00

2.00

1.85

1.93



Therefore, it is difficult to explain the significantly higher or

more negativ,post-tc:s1; nco.Lus of the non-pretested low occupational

experimentals on the basis of their lack of pretest "drag" (Edling

presumed that pretesting was a depressant or drag which inhibited

movement or change). Theoretically, the non-pretested low experi-

mentals should have been moving in the opposite direction, i.e. they

should have been significantly lower in post-test scores.

The differences between pre- and non-pretested students on the

S.S.Q. was also extremely small. An F ratio computed for the dif-

ference in total score was .07 and the mean change score of the pre-

tested experimentals was 354.35 while that of the non-pretested

students 355.31 (these scores have been equated by multiplying total

Negro score by eight and total foreigner score by seven since there

were seven Negro items and eight foreigner items in the original

scale).

Thus there was no evidence in the present data of any pretest

effect on post-test scores. In many ways, however, having a non-

pretested sample in the present study likely had some advantages. It

probably helped to disguise the purpose of the experiment since stud-

ents do talk to one another and they must have been aware that many

persons seeing films had not been tested. Thus even though some

students may have been trying to "outguess' the examiner in terms of

their perception of the pre- and post- tests, the most important issue

which was at stake, namely, that they draw no connections between

testing and film experience, may have been safeguarded by the in-

clusion of non-pretested experimentals and controls.
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Part C Eastern City

Introduction

A few words of explanation should be offered before the results of

data obtained in a large eastern, metropolitan area are presented.

First, the Negro population of this city might have been expected to

differ from that of the small midwestern city where the previously re-

ported data was czllected. Thera were, for example, very few pro-

fessional Negroes living in this latter city, and one might wonder

whether these youth, as a result, had even less opportunity to develop

pride in the accomplishments of their race. Admittedly, this city

contained some Negro teachers and social workers, but there were not

the large professional groups of lawyers, physicians, dentists, collegc

professors, and othere which one expects to find in a more metropolitai

area. Of course, lower class Negroes, in a large metropoliq might

still have little knowledge of successful Negroes living in their city

because of social class separation. Although class segregation is not

as prevalent among Negroes as among whites, because of the more limiter

housing available to the former, social class separation is still

present and is even on the increase among Negroes (Uyeki, 1964).

Malcolm X observed in his autobiography (Little, 1965), that he was

astonished, following his move from Lansing, Michigan,to Boston, by the

numbers of Negroes who had important positions. In Lansing, during

his adolescence, the ultimate position to which a Negro aspired was to

become a waiter in the local country club. In Boston, however, he was
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confronted by Negroes in professional life who appeared to take their

success for granted. Perhaps, however, the experience of Malcolm X

is not completely typical since he made many of his contacts in Boston

through a rather influential aunt, Claude Brown (1965), in contrast,

observed that Harlem Negro youth rarely left their own neighborhoods

and most had never seen the center of Manhattan, which was considered

to be white territory. At any rate, the possibility existed that the

midwestern city Negroes might differ in terms of their previous ex-

posure to successful Negroes from their easterncity counterpart/Aland

the investigator was not sure whether replication was possible with this

new sample.

The school from which the present sample was drawn also differed

in size from the midwestern one. It was a much larger urban high

school with grades from IX to XI/ rather than being simply a junior

high school with grades VIII and IX. Its student body was four times

the size of the midwestern school although the Negro ratio was approxi-

mately similar (between 50 and 60%). The Negroes were also more hetero-

genous in that some were of middle class socio-economic status while

the midwestern Negroes were, almost without exception, from the lower

classes.

Another aspect which must be considered were the changes in pro-

cedure which were necessary. It was not possible, for example, to

pretest (or post-test) this new group of subjects in small classroom

groups. Instead, testing was done with groups of over 100 subjects of
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mixed race. In addition, instead of showing the films to the students

in their classrooms, film presentation was also done in a large

auditorium with all experimentals gathered together. Unfortunately,

acoustics were not always adequate, in the opinion of the projectionist,

and there was some concern that all students were not always able to

properly hear the dialogue.

Finally, post-testing was done under rather unfortunate conditions.

There was considerable noise competing for the attention of the

students during post-test instructions and the time to complete the

tests was not adequate for all students. This factor, in addition to a

snow storm which took place at post-testing, wiped out a good number of

both experimentals and controls, which resulted in a larqe depletion of

the originally anticipated sample of students. Thus, the hope to try

and replicate previous findings with a very large and more heterogenous

Negro population was not realized. However, in spite of all the factor:

mentioned, there was considerable similarity between the results ob-

tained from this new sample and those results already discussed. The

major differences that did emerge occurred more among the whites and

these will be presented later in this section.

Film Introduction and Presentation

Films were introduced using the same explanation as the previous

study. However, film presentation was changed with respect to the

order in which films were shown. As had been done before, the first
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two films shown were of whites and the last two films were of Negroes.

The actual order of presentation was: federal judge; research chemist;

sculptor; physician-pharmacologist; accountant; reporter; political

scientist; TV executive; architect; clinical psychologist; merchandising

executive, and systems engineer. As mentioned previously, all ex-

perimentals were grouped together for each weekly presentation rather

than seeing the films in their individual classrooms.

Pre- and Post-testing

Pre- and post-test instructions were identical to those used

previously. Pre-testing was also done one month before the first film

and post-testing one month following the last film. There was one

change however. Because of the fact that junior high school Negroes

had previously shown such different reactions to certain of the white

and Negro photographs, which was felt to be possibly due to some kind

of order effect, additional instructions were given regarding the fact

that the order of the photographs differed in certain of the test

booklets. These instructions for order effect are contained in the

appendix.

Effect on Negroes

Because of the fact that the number of students varies from instru-

ment to instrument (not every student completed every test), the result:

of each will be presented and discussed separately and subject sample

will be described each time. In addition, the number of subjects may

even vary slightly when a breakdown is made for grade level versus



father's occupation since the computer automatically corrected in order

to insure equal cell ratios for the analysis of variance. In such cases

the numbers of subjects in various categories will be noted.

1.. The Forced Choice Sentence Completion

This new addition to the test battery was a rather direct attempt

to measure attitudes regarding self among Negroes (and status or

prestige strivings among whites). A complete copy of the test is re-

produced in the appendix. Those items which were scored for Negroes

are designated that as "N" items. The student was offered three

possible alternative responses to finish each incomplete statement and

was required to choose the one response which most adequately expressed

his feelings or attitudes about the subject in question. He then re-

ceived a score of one through three, depending upon his choice, for each

item that pertained to his group (N items, in the case of Negroes), and

a total score for all items combined. An example of an N item is: I

secretly: 1. Wish I were smarter 2. Am proud of myself 3. Wish I

were someone else. A person who checked #2 received a score of one;

a check placed for #1 received a score of two, and a check for #3 re-

ceived a score of three. Since there were four N items this meant that

total scores could vary from four through twelve. Analysis was then

made of the change in total scores from pre- to post-testing.

Subjects: Sixty Negro students from Grades IX through XII (40 experi-

mentals and 20 controls). With a breakdown in terms of father's



occupation (occupations 1 through 5, versus 6 and 7 on the Warner,

Meeker and Eells' scale) there were 30 lower socio-economic experimentals,

10 higher socio-economic experimentals; 15 lower socio-economic controls

and 5 higher socio-economic controls. With a breakdown in terms of

grade level there were 28 experimentals in Grades IX and X, and 14

experimentals in Grades XI and XII; 12 controls in Grades IX and X and

6 controls in Grades XI and XII.

Results of the Forced Choice Sentence Completion

Since there were some middle class Negroes available in this

sample, as well as students from various grade levels, analyses were

done to determine whether father's occupation or grade had any impact

on test results following the films. Since the sample involved was

small it was necessary to examine these effects separately.

Table XVIII reveals that there were no differences between ex-

perimentals and controls whether father's occupation was considered or

ignored. Neither did grade level appear to be an important factor and

the F of 1.62 between films and grade is non-significant. An examina-

tion of the means for pre- and post-testing in Table xxx does reveal

a mild trend for Grade IX and X students to improve in self-concept,

following films, and Grades XI and XII to becote more negative, but this

result was not statistically significant.



Table XVIII

Analysis of Forced Choice Sentence Completion

Scores for Negro Students With Father's Occupation Considered

Source df MS F ratios

Subjects 59

Film Effect 1 0.00

Father's Occupation 1 .56

Films and Father's 1 14.38
Occupation

Error 56 13.13

Table XIX

0

.04

1.10

Analysis of Forced Choice Sentence Completion Scores

for Negro Students With Grade Level Considered

Source df MS F ratios

Subjects 59

Grade Level 1 .15 .01

Films and Grade 1 23.14 1.62

Error 56 14.31



Table XX

Pre- and Post-Test Means for Forced Choice Sentence Completion

far Grades IX and X Compared with Grades XI and XII

Grades IX and X Grades XI and XII

Experimentals Controls Experimentals Controls

Means Means Means Means

Pretest 1.60 1.51 1.25 1.79

Post-test 1.56 1.72 1.53 1.63

Discussion of Results

The results of the Forced Choice Sentence Completion are dis-

appointing and, of course, the existence of mere trends cannot be

given much weight. Since the sample was small and total score could

vary only from four through twelve, this may have played some role in

the lack of statistical significance. There did seem to be a great deal

of variability in scores, judging from the rather large error term, and,

of course, when there are only a few individuals in some cells (for

example, six controls among the eleventh and twelfth graders), one

deviant individual can create a great problem. One can, therefore,

only state that this technique did not prove to be of great value and

perhaps the addition of more items would help to improve the stability

of scores.
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2. Goals versus Predictions

As may be remembered, Goals represents the average of a student's

first two responses (scored on the North-Hatt scale of occupational

prestige) to the statement: What would you most like to become in the

future? Predictions represents his first two responses (similarily

scored and averaged) to the statement: What do you think you'll

actually end up doing? Analysis was made in terms of changes from

pre- to post-testing for Goals and Predictions. Subjects: 48 Negroes

from Grades IX through XII (32 experimentals and 16 controls). With a

breakdown into father's occupational level there were 24 low occupation

axperimentals and 8 high occupation experimentals; 12 low occupation

controls and 4 high occupation controls. With a breakdown in terms of

grade level there were 21 Grade IX and X experimentals and 7 Grade XI

Ind XII experimentals; 1S Grade IX and X controls and 5 Grade XI and

XII controls.

Results of Goals Versus Predictions

Table XXI indicates that there were no differences between experi-

meatals and controls whether father's occupation was considered or

ignored. However, when grade level (again comparing Grades IX and X

with Grades XI and XII) was introduced an interaction appeared between

Film Effect and Grade Level which just missed the required level for

statistical significance (F=3.78, significant between the .05 and .10

levels). A breakdown of this revealed that Grades IX and X seem to be

:laving in a direction opposite to Grades XI and XII although neither of

the obtained F ratios are statistically significant.
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Table XXI

Analysis of North-Hatt Scale Choices for Goals Versus
Predictions by Negro Students With Father's Occupation Considered

Source df MS F ratios

Subjects 47

Film Effect 1 136.69 1.16

Father's Occupation 1 19.54 0.17

Films - Father's Occupation 1 175.55 1.49

Error 44 117.82

Goals versus Predictuon 1 0.51 0.01

Occup. - Goals vs. Pred. 1 102.08 1.24

Films - Goals vs. Pred. 1 1.25 0.02

Films - Occup. - Goals vs. 1 5.46 0.07
Predictions

Error 44 82.23

Table YJCII

Analysis of North-Hatt Scale Choices for Goals Versus
Predictions by Negro Students With Grade Level Considered

Source

Subjects

df

47

MS F ratios

Grade Level 1 12.50 0.18

Films - Grade Level 1 260.39 3.78

Error 44 68.91

Grade Level & Goals vs. Pred. 1 0.68 0.01

Films - Grade - Goals vs. 1 0.84 0.01
Prediction

Error 44 56.38
Films & Grades IX and X 1 142.86 2.07 Exp. lower

goals & pred.

Films & Grades XI and XII 1 137.62 1.98 Exp.
more than con.

raise
goals &

r
ped.
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Discussion of Results

The trend in these results in which Grades IX and X seem to be

moving in an opposite direction to Grades XI and XII is similar to

those just reported for the sentence completion. However, it is

difficult to interpret these findings without looking at the pre- and

post-test means and comparing these to the junior high school Negroes

in the midwestern city. One of the first things which strikes the eye

in Table XXIII is the fact that although Goals were fairly comparable

Table XXIII

Pre- and Post-Test Means on Goals and Predictions for

Grades IX and X, Grades XI and XII and Junior High Midwestern Negroes

Gradex IX and X

Experimentals Controls

Grades XI & XII

Exper.. Controls

Midwestern

Exper. Controls

Pre- 73.90 70.08 73.43 76.20 73.38 72.60Goals
Post 72.38 70.68 75.57 73.20 72.10 73.00

Pre- 68.57 67.94 68.43 71.40 64.59 69.05
Predict.

Post 67.71 70.68 72.00 70.40 64.52 65.15

in both samples, there are some strange deviances among Predictions.

:nor example, instructions for this test are geared so that Goals should

be considerably higher than predictions. Thus the student is encnurgaged

to choose any occupation he wishes on the Goal section, but he is

cautioned to be realistic on the Prediction section. As will be noted,

in the midwestern sample, this was the trend. However, in eastern city
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Predictions are not only higher than they were in the midwestern

sample, but in the case of Grade IX and X controls they actually reach

the same level as Goals on post-testing. This is not a case of Goals

dropping and becoming more realistic but instead both goals and

predictions rise to even higher and more unrealistic levels.

Perhaps the most parsimonious explanation is that these students

simply are not taking the task seriously, since there should be some

greater disparity between Goals versus Predictions. Indeed, it is only

the Grade IX and X students who seem to be dropping down to what would

be considered a more realistic level. Their controls are moving to

the almost impossible position of having no disparity between a re-

quested unrealistic wish and a requested realistic aspiration. The

same is almost true of both the Grade XI and XII experimentals and

controls. Thus it seems impossible to interpret these data in the

same way as the midwestern data. One certainly cannot say that the

rise in both Goals and Predictions among Grade XI and XII experimentals

is a positive thing since the changes seem so unrealistically high and

predictions become too comparable to goals. If any set of results are

similar to the midwestern city it is those found among Grade IX and X

experimentals. Whether this means that they were the group most

positively affected by the films is difficult to state and one can

only conclude that these results must be considered equivocal.
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3. Photograph Technique.

The same five photographs of anonymous males (three whites and

two Negroes) used previously were judged as to their probably occupa-

tions and personalities. Traits, rated on a five point scale, were

identical to those used in the midwestern city, and could be arranged

into Negro negative and positive stereotypes and negative and positive

non-stereotypes. However, one added change in procedure was made.

Because of the fact that the more negative response to Photograph #1

(white) and the more positive response to Photograph #3 (Negro) found

among midwestern Negro junior high students was felt to be possibly due

to an order effect, the order of photographs in some booklets was

changed. Thus some students rated the photographs in a #1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

order similar to the midwest sample. Others, however, rated the

photographs in a #2, 1, 5, 4, 3 order. Thus for some students the

youngest white male (photo #1) was rated first, while for others he was

rated second. The same was true for the youngest Negro male (photo #3)

who was the first Negro seen and rated by some students and the second

Negro seen and rated by others.

This change in the order of presentation was made during both pre-

and post-testing so that photographs # 1 and #3 could both, conceivably:

be seen in four different positions - i.e. in a first - first; a second-

first; a first - second; and a second - second position for pre- and

post-testing combined. If an order effect, rather than the age of the

pictured person, or some other variable, was responsible for the prevL-

ously reported results, it would probably involve attitudes or feelings
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being attributed to the first person seen (either white or Negro). If

thin ,were true then one could expect to find a significant difference

between the first - first and second - first order of presentation when

these were compared with the first - second and second - second photo-

graph orders.

Subjects: 60 Negro students of varying socio-economic status and grade

levels composed of 40 experimentals and 20 controls. When a division

was made in terms of father's occupation there were 30 lower and 10

higher socio-economic experimentals, and 15 lower and 5 higher socio-

economic controls. When students were divided according to grade level

there were 28 experimentals and 12 controls in grades IX and X and 14

experimentals and 6 controls in grades XI and XII.

Results of Photograph Technique

Table XXIV reveals the results obtained when trait assignments to

photographs were analyzed with father's occupational level considered.

(Although an analysis was also made in terms of grade level no signifi-

cant differences, or even strong trends, were found and these results

are reproduced only in the appendix.) Even though no significant film

effect interactions were found, because of the fact that race of photo-

graph had played such an important role in previous analyses, a break-

down of the Film Effect - Race of Photograph interaction was made, with

the effects of father's occupational level considered and ignored. In

addition, Film Effect - Individual Photograph was also analyzed because

of the differential stimulus impact that various photographs seemed to

have had on the experimental Negroes in the midwest sample.
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Table XXIV

Analysis of Variance for Trait Assignments to Negro and White

Photographs by Negro Students With Father's Occupation Considered

Source df MS F ratios

Film Effect 1 35.53 0.91
Father's Occupation 1 54.51 1.39
Films - Father's Occupation 1 38.14 0.98
Error 57 39.20

Personality Trait 3 190.26 10.69**
Film - Trait 3 7.65 0.43
Occupation - Trait 3 10.70 0.60
Film - Occupation - Trait 171 12.98 0.73
Error 17.78

Race of Photo 1 6.24 0.33
Films - Race 1 50.29 2.63
Occupation - Race 1 40.57 2.12
Films - Occupation - Race 1 43.39 2.27
Error 57 19.14

Individual PhC.ograph 3 10.05 0.41
Films - Photo 3 42.11 1.69
Occupation - Photo 3 30.32 1.22
Films - Occupation - Photo 3 26.03 1.04
Error 171 24.88

Personality Trait - Race 3 26.70 2.39
Films - Trait - Race 3 2.58 0.23
Occupation - Trait - Race 3 43.76 3.92*
Films - Occupation - Trait Mace 3 2.02 0.18
Error 171 11.17

Trait - Photo 9 24.56 2.59 **
Films - Trait - Photo 9 8.98 0.95
Occupation - Trait - Photo 9 6.73 0.71
Films - Occupation - Trait 9 3.19 0.34

Photo
Error 513 9.49

** significant at the .01 level
* significant at the .05 level
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The first unusual thing that appeared in Table XXV was the fact

that Film Effect seemed to interact almost entirely with trait assign-

ments to Negro, as opposed to white, photographs so that the F ratio

for Film Effect and White Photos was 0.0, while the Film Effect and

Negro Photos interaction was 2.94, significant between the .05 and .10

levels. A breakdown in terms of father's occupation also revealed that

it was the lower socio-economic Negroes who differed most in their

treatment of Negro photos following the films, with experimentals rating

these photos more positively than their controls (F=5.34, significant at

the .05 level). Higher socio-economic Negroes, on the other hand,

actually tended to move in the opposite direction to this as can be seen

from the means presented in Table XXVI.

When the Film Effect - Individual Photograph interaction was broken

down in Table XXV, no significant differences occurred between experi-

mentals and controls on any single photograph. As will be remembered,

in the midwestern sample, Negroes became significantly more negative

towards Photo #1, who was the youngest and first white man encountered,

significantly more positive towards Photo #3, the first and youngest

Negro, and significantly more positive towards Photo #4, who was felt to

possibly resemble President Johnson. Essentially, the findings in Table

XXV are in the same direction but fail to reach the required level for

statistical significance. Thus experimentals are found to be more

negative, than their controls, towards Photos #1, and #2, more positive

towards #4, and more positive towards #3 and #5 (both Negroes), and

especially towards Photo #3.
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Table XXV

Breakdown of the Film Effect - Race of Photograph Interaction
Film Effect - Occupation of Father - Race of Photograph Interaction,

and the Film Effect - Individual Photograph Interaction

Source df MS F ratios Direction of Change

Films and White 1 0.02 0.00
Photos

Films and Negro 1 85.80 2.94 Experimentals more
Photos positive than controls

Films - Occupation -
White Photos

Films - Occupation -
Negro Photos

1 0.38 0.01

1 79.67 2.73 Low Occupation more posi-
tive than high occup.

Films - High Occupation 1 9.60
and Negro Photos

Films - Low Occupation 1 155.87
and Negro Photos

Error 114 29.17

Films and Photo #1 1

Films and Photo #2 1

Films and Photo #4 1

Films and Photo #3 1

Films and Photo #5 1

Error 228

* significant at the .05 level

0.33 Experimentals less
positive than controls

5.34* Experimentals more
positive than controls

0.25 0.96 Experimentals
negative than

56.72

68.25

53.33

33.60

28.47
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Table XXVI

Pre- and Post-Test Means for Trait Assignments to Negro and

White Photographs by Lower and Higher Socio-economic Negro Students

Higher Socio-Economic

White Photos

Negro Photos

Lower Socio-Economic

White Photos

Negro Photos

Experimentals Controls

Pre-Test Poet -Test Pre-Test Post-Test
Means per Photo Means per Photo

2.58

2.51

2.73

2.53

2.56

2.50

2.69

2.40

Experimentals Controls
Pre-Test Post-Test Pre-Test Post-Test

Means per Photo Means per Photo

2.67

2.48

2.64

2.38

2.73

2.43

2.71

2.51

An analysis was also done to test for any possible order effect in

terms of photograph presentation. The F ratio obtained when trait

assignments to Photo #1 versus Photo #2 were compared, depending upon

whether #1 was seen in a first position (with #2 second) versus #2 being

seen in a first position (with #1 second), was 0.00. Thus, there was

not even a slight trend which suggested that the order of viewing

Photograph #1 had any effect on whether it would be rated more nega-

tively or less negatively by Negro experimentals.

One large interaction which also appeared in the trait analysis

involved the kind of personality trait assignments which were being

made by all students, regardless of whether they were experimentals or

controls (Personality Trait, F=10.69, significant at the .01 level).
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This special use of traits also seemed to vary in terms of certain

photographs (Individual Photo - Trait interaction, F=2.59, significant

at the .05 level) and in terms of certain socio-economiv levels

(Occupation - Trait - Race of Photo interaction, 3.92, significant at

the .05 level). These same treait int)ractions, one can note in the

appendix, were also present in all of the trait assignments made in

the midwestern sample. what they indicate is a strong tendency on the

part of all students to rate photographs in a positive direction on

those traits which are positively worded and to rate negatively on

those traits which are negatively directed. This shows that students

tended to stay primarily on one side of the rating scale midpoint -

namely on the "always" or "very" side of the scale so that they

essentially tend to agree with the items.

The interaction between Trait - Individual Photograph revealed

that this tendency was especially pronounced, on tie part of these

Negroes, towards Figure #3 (F=8.38, significant at the .01 level),

Figure #5 (F =4.05, significant at the .01 level) and Figure #4 (F=9.39,

significant at the: .01 level). Thus the two Negro photos and Figure #4

(the Johnson effect?) were all rated more positively, primarily using

traits of a positive nature.

Discussion of Results

The small sample of higher socio-economic Negroes (10 experimentals

and 5 controls) allows little conclusions to be drawn from the fact

that they show so little trend towards changing in trait assignment to
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photos following the films and indeed even move in the non-predicted

direction. However, as in the midwestern sample, lower socio-economic

Negroes do seem to rate Negro photos more positvely following the films.

In spite of the fact that it was a statistical violation to break down

an insignificant interaction, the fact that race of photo was so

important in earlier analyses strengthens the justifications for this

action. As mentioned, these Negroes did resemble their midwestern

counterparts in their more positive evaluation of Negro photos follow-

ing the films and a glance at the means in Table XXVI indicate that

their controls have moved, over time, in an opposite direction.

Because of the fact that Individual Photo was also such an important

element in the midwest study, a breakdown of this interaction was

again felt to be justified. Although none of the F ratios reached the

required level for statistical significance, the direction of change

is very similar to that previously found. For example, experimentals

tended to become more negative than their controls towards photographs

#1 and #2. The experimental group also become more positive towards

the two Negro photographs and tend somewhat to favor Photograph #3.

In addition, of all the white photographs, only Photo #4 is evaluated

more positively by experimentals than controls (F=2.48), and in spite

of the fact that this was not statistically significant it does seem to

indicate that Photo #4 was treated differently from all other white

photographs. The possibility of the resemblance to President Johnson,

as an explanation for this, is the only hypothesis that the investigator

can offer.
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The tendency for all students, whether experimentals or controls,

to use the positive side or the agreement end brings to mind the

various F scale studies on acquiescence. The fact that it shows up

primarily on photographs #3, #4, and #5 is probably the result of the

fact that these were the photos which were rated positively and

apparently it is easier for a student to acquiese on a positive trait

than on a negative trait, i.e. there is a stronger tendency to deviate

towards the "always" end if one is saying something positive about the

photograph in question. Since this tendency did not interact with the

film effect, however, it has no real bearing on the interpretation of

the results obtained for it operates in a similar fashion for both

experimentals and controls and hence does not alter any of the dis-

cussion of results already made.

These results do not offer statistically significant support for

the previous hypothesis offered, during the discussion of the midwestern

results, that an increase in positive racial image among Negroes may be

accompanied by an increase in hostile feelings towards whites. However,

the results are in the same direction as previously, i.e. experimentals

become more negative towards all white photographs, except Photo #4,

but these differences were not statistically significant. Because of

the fact that all midwestern Negroes were from the lower socio-economic

classes, a separate analysis using all available lower class Negroes

from the eastern city was attempted. This analysis is reproduced in

the appendix. It proved to be identical to that found in the midwest

sample, but again the differences did not prove to be statistically

significant. The pre- and post-test means for individual photographs

for all lower socio-economic Negroes are reproduced in Table XXVII and
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Table XXVII

Pre- and Post-Test Means for Individual White and Negro Photographs
in Terms of Trait Assignments by Lower Socio-Economic Negro Students

Exporimentals N=38

Pre-Test Post-Test
Means Means

Controls N=15

Pre-Test Post-Test
Means Means

Photograph #1 2.46 2.51 2.46 2.40

Photograph #2 2.73 2.65 3.10 2.96

Photograph #4 2.72 2.64 2.61 2.83

Photograph #3 2.59 2.44 2.45 2.54

Photograph #5 2.39 2.34 2.44 2.71

indicate a shift in a negative direction towards Photo #1 and #2, by

experimentals, and a highly positive shift towards Photo #4 (this last

difference had an F of 4.54, significant at the .05 level). Positive

shifts also took place towards Photos #3 and #5, especially the former.

Thus all trends are the same in both samples and the suggestion is

still present that a release of hostility towards whites on the part

of Negroes may accompany a more positive perception of their own race.

Summary

Negroes, particularly lower class Negroes, appear again to have

been positively affected by the opportunity to view films of successful

Negroes with whom they might identify and perhaps gain some sense of

racial pride. There was some hint in the present data, although the

samples available were too small to draw any definite conclusions, that

while students in lower grade levels might develop more positive
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feelings about self, as a result of the films, students at the upper

grade levels (Grades XI and XII) might tend to become more discouraged

and hopeless. This admittedly was only a trend and numbers of upper

grade Negroes were quite small. However, one might wonder whether the

student who is closer to graduation and who may have had a longer

history of unsuccessful school work might not become more discouraged

when confronted by someone who has successfully overcome obstacles

similar to those that he faces or has faced. It is interesting to note

that there was no trend or suggestion on the Photograph technique that

Grades XI and XII were negatively affected and their results here were

identical to those obtained from the younger students. This test,

however, seems to have more of a "we" aspect than an "I" aspect. Thus,

both the Sentence Completion and Goals versus Predictions were con-

cerned with personal, self-oriented materials. The photograph technique

on the other hand, refers more to Negroes in general, and has less

direct reference to self. Thus it is conceivably that a student might

become more pessimistic about self and still become more optimistic or

positive about his race.

It is difficult, of course, to do more than speculate from the

present data and further investigation is necessary. As mentioned,

the data again support some positive changes among Negro youth following

the films. It may be, however, as mentioned, that the most positive

impact, especially in terms of feelings about self, may occur among

those youth who are younger and who still feel optimistic about their

own chances for success. Older youth may, in contrast, simply become

more discouraged when they are confronted by success in others who are

not so different from themselves.
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Effect on White Students

Since this eastern city school had a Negro population of slightly

over 50 per cent, one would have expected the results among whites to

parallel the results found at School F in the midwestern sample. As

will be seen, however, this did not prove to be the case.

1. Photograph Technique: Photographs and procedure was identical to

that described for the Negro sample since pre- and post-testing was

done with mixed racial groups.

Subjects: 42 white students from Grades IX through XII (21 experi-

mentals and 21 controls). With a breakdown in terms of father's

occupational level there were 16 lower socio-economic experimentals

and five higher socio-economic experimentals; 16 lower socio-economic

controls and five higher socio-economic controls. With a breakdown in

terms of grade level there were 13 experimentals in Grades IX and X and

eight experimentals in Grades XI and XII; 13 controls in Grades IX and

X and eight controls in Grades XI and XII.

Results of Photograph Technique for White Students

Table XXVIII presents the analysis of results with father's

occupation considered as one variable. As will be remember, occupation

of father proved to be an important variable in all the analyses of

white students in the midwestern city. As Table XXVIII reveals, how-

ever, although there is a strong trend towards an overall film effect

(F=3.22, significant between the .05 and .10 level) there was

apparently no interaction with father's occupation (Film Effect -
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Table XXVIII

Analysis of Variance of Personality Trait Assignments to White and Negrc.

Photographs by White Students With Father's Occupation Considered

Source df MS F ratios

Film Effect 1 156.01 3.22
Father's Occupation 1 9.81 0.20
Films - Occupation 1 55.77 1.15
Error 38 48.41

Personality Trait 3 102.87 9.41 **

Films - Trait 3 4.60 0.42
Occupation - Trait 3 8.80 0.81
Films - Occupation - Trait 3 13.33 1.22
Error 114 10.93

Race of Photo 1 15.34 0.45
Films - Race 1 122.57 3.61
Occupation - Race 1 2.43 0.07
Films - Occupation - Race 1 35.51 1.05
Error 38 33.97

Individual Photograph 3 10.25 0.38
Films - Photograph 3 23.29 0.87
Occupation - Photo 3 33.45 1.26
Films - Occupation - Photo 3 34.80 1.31
Error 114 26.62

Trait - Race of Photo 3 8.56 0.86
Films - Trait - Race 3 9.25 0.88.
Occupation - Trait - Race 3 20.79 1.97
Films - Occupation - Trait - 3 2.47 0.23
Race
Error 114 10.53

Trait - Individual Photo 9 11.19 0.98
Film - Trait - Photo 9 9.86 0.86
Occupation - Trait - Photo 9 9.57 0.84
Film - Occupation - Trait - 9 8.45 0.74
Photo
Error 342 11.44

** significant at the .01 level
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Father's Occupation, F=1.15). However, since there are actually only

5 experimentals and 5 controls among the high occupation group, a

breakdown of the Film Effect - Father's Occupation interaction was done,

(See Table XXIX). This revealed that there were, indeed, differences

between higher and lower socio-economic experimentals and that although

Source

Table XXIX

Breakdown of Film Effect - Father's Occupation and

Film Effect - Race of Photograph Interactions

df MS F ratios Direction of Chang(

Films and High Occupation 1 0.18 0.00 Experimentals more
negative than con.

Films and Low Occupation 1 211.60 4.37* Experimentals more
positive than con.

Errcr 38 48.81

Films and White Photos 1 7.14 0.17 Experimentals more
positive than con.

Films and Negro Photos 1 271.44 6.59* Experimentals more
positive than con.

* significant at the .05 level

there was no film interaction with higher socio-economic status (F=.004

there was a statistically significant interaction between films and

lower socio-economic status (F =4.37, significant at the .05 level).

However, the effect is in the opposite direction to that found in the

midwestern city. Here, instead, lower socio-economic students became

more positive in their evaluation of photographs. In spite of the fact

that the Film Effect - Race of Photograph just failed to meet the
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required level for statistical significance (F=3.61, significant between

.05 and .10), a breakdown of this interaction again revealed that

almost all of it came from one source. Thus the interaction between

Film Effect and White Photographs approached zero (F=10.17) while the

interaction with Negro photographs was statistically significant

(F =6.59, significant at the .05 level). Thus lower socio-economic

experimentals, as can be seen from the mean scores in Table XXX became

significantly more positive, primarily in their ratings of Negro

photographs, following the films.

Table XXX

Pre- and Post-Test Means of Trait Assignments to White

and Negro Photographs by White Students With Father's Occupation

Considered

Experimentals Controls
Pre-Test Post-Test Pre-Test Post-Test

Higher Socio-Economic Means per Photo Means per Photo

White Photographs 2.90 2.95 2.62 2.66

Negro Photographs 2.47 2.50 2.72 2.74

Lower Socio-Economic

White Photographs 2.65 2.64 2.64 2.69

Negro Photographs 2.79 2.51 2.52 2.71

Also noted in the results was a Trait interaction (P=9.41, signifi-

cant at the .01 level). This did not involve films, however. A break-

down of this reveals that, as with the Negro subjects, there was a

tendency among all students to use positive stereotypes and positive



non-stereotypes in order to rate photographs in a positive direction.

Discussion of Results

There are, therefore, strong indications of a film effect among

lower socio-economic whites who became significanly more positive in

their evaluation of Negro photographs following the films. The result

among higher socio-economic whites had a very slight trend in the

opposite direction but the very small sample involved in this result

would lead one to dismiss this as meaningless. However, it is difficult

to explain why lower socio-economic whites in a small midwestern city

would become more threatened by films of successful Negroes while those

in a larger metropolitan area would react so much differently. As

may be remembered, the investigator hypothesized that in the midwestern

schools the Negro student might come to play an important role in the

life of his lower socio-economic white counterpart, and that need might

develop to see the Negro as an inferior being. As mentioned previously,

there were actually very few professional Negroes in this small city,

and it may be that whites were very unaccustomed to seeing Negroes in

anything but inferior roles. In a larger city with a large Negro

middle class, it may not be possible for the lower class white to

utilize the Negro as a sort of ego inflating instrument. Certainly,

it must also be remembered that there was a substantial middle class

Negro population in the eastern school while this was not true of the

midwestern junior high where, almost without exception, Negroes fell

into the lower class status.
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All this again harks back to Bettleheim and Janowitz's (1950)

theory regarding the situational nature of most prejudice. The lower

class student at School S became less prejudiced, following the films,

perhaps because status threat was not present and he had not come to

make use of the Negro as an ego inflating device. At Schools F and W,

however, the Negro may have come to serve such an ego inflating function

so that anything which improved his status became a threat. It may,

therefore, be that the Negro at the eastern school simply had not come

to play a similar role, perhaps because the presence of middle class

Negroes in the school, and a large middle class and professional group

in the city, did not make this possible. Hence no cognitive dissonance

was set up in the eastern school among the lower class whites, when the

films were introduced, and these students were, as a result, able to

develop even more favorable attitudes towards Negroes.

Any interpretation of the results found among the middle class at

this school are limited because of the tiny sample involved. One

wonders whether, if the sample had been larger, there would have been a

larger trend in the direction of more negative attitudes towards Negroes

following the films. Negroes may offer more competition to the middle

class at this school, than they did at School F in the midwest, so that

any increase in this competition, in terms of status or prestige, might

be expected to result in greater threat Rnd hence greater hostility

towards Negroes. Admittedly this is all quite speculative and further

investigation with a larger sample would be necessary before any con-

clusions could be drawn.
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As may also be remembered by th&' reader, there were five items on

the Forced Choice Sentence Completion which attempted to measure status

or prestige needs among white students. These are marked as W items in

the appendix where a copy of this test may be found. It was felt that a

correlation might be found between the post-test scores on these W

items and increases in hostility towards Negroes, as measured by a more

negative perception of the Negro photographs. Thus, correlations were

made between post-test W scores and changes in trait ratings from pre-

to post-testing on the Negro photographs for experimentals and controls.

One would have predicted that the correlations would be much higher

for the experimentals since, conceivably, some of them should have been

threatened by the films. However, the correlation for experimentals

between post-test W score and change in a negative direction on Negro

photos was found to be only .1422 which, with a standard error of

.2714, gives a z score of 0.52 which is non-significant. The correla-

tion fon controls was even higher, r=.2765, and with a standard error

of .2418 this gave a z score of 1.14 which, again, was non-significant.

Perhaps, however, these results may have been mure dramatic if the films

had produced more prejudice in the sample. One would still wonder,

therefore, whether these correlations might have been much higher if

data had been drawn from a suburban white sample similar to School S

in the midwestern study.



Part D

Semantic Differential Ratings of Films

Following each film, students were asked to give their impressions

of the man seen in the movie using a semantic differential rating

technique. A copy of this is contained in the appendix. Traits were

rated on a five point scale and for purposes of analysis they were

grouped in pairs to form the following factors: Competence - composed

of ratings on "expert - ignorant" and "Trained - untrained." Dynamism -

composed of traits "quick - slow" and "alert - tired." Trustworthiness

composed of "honest - dishonest" and "kind - unkind." Validity -

composed of "real - make-believe" and "true - false." Typicality -

composed of "rave - common" and "typical - unusual."

One of the reasons for this feature was the hope that it might also

help to disguise the purpose of the experiment (i.e. the relationship

between films and pre- and post-testing) since the students were being

asked to give their opinions about these new kinds of "vocational"

films. There was also an opened-ended question regarding their feelings

about the films, asking for any criticisms they might have to offer.

It had also been assumed, however, that the film ratings might

be related to the students reactions on post-testing. For example,

would white students who wished to dismiss the impact of the films, in

order to maintain prejudiced feelings, rate the Negro models as make-

believe, false, untrustworthy, etc.? Would Negroes who changed most

in racial self-concept or vocational aspirations be those who were most

positive in their evaluations of the films of Negroes?
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On the whole, however, the film ratings revealed very little new

information. All correlations found were very low and in some cases

were not even in the predicted direction. In this section only the

film ratings in the midwestern city will be presented because of the

fact that there was too much loss of data of this nature in the eastern

city sample. Seeing the movies in large groups gave students too much

opportunity to either not fill out their film forms after each movie,

or to fill them out only partially.

Since no statistical differences were found in terms of the various

factors (i.e. trait combinations) used, analysis was done using the

total scores for all ten traits (or five factors). Table XXXI does

show some significant differences when white students at Schools S, F

and W were compared on the basis of total film trait ratings for Negro

films.

Table XXXI

Analysis of Semantic Differential Reaction to Negro
Films by White Junior High Students at Schools Si F and W

Source df MS F ratios

Schools (S, F & W) 2 2232.13 3.13#

Father's Occupation 1 2790.18 3.91#

School and Occupation 2 214.10 .30

Error 134 712.73

# significant at the .05 level
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The significant School interaction (F=3.13, significant at the

.05 level) revealed that white students at School F (which is over

50% Negro) rated Negro films more positively than students at Schools

W (20% Negro) and S (the all white suburban school) whose ratings were

somewhat more identical to one another. There was also a significant

interaction in terms of father's occupation and Negro film ratings

(F=3.91, significant at the .05 level). This was due to the fact that

higher socio-economic students gave the most positive ratings to Negro

films. A though there was no significant School - Father's Occupation

interaction it might be noted, from the means presented in Table XXXII,

that the tendency was fox higher socio-economic whites at School S to

TP,ble XXXII

Mean Ratings on Semantic Differential for High
and Low Occupation Whites at Schools Si F and W1

Low Occupation High Occupation

School S 1.53 1.37

School F 1.76 1.53

School W 1.76 1.66

1These represent mean ratings per trait with a score of one for
positive and five for negative.

rate films less positively than their counterparts at Schools F and W.

This does agree with the results of post-testing where, it will be

remembered. higher socio-economic whites at School S became more

prejudiced towards Negroes, following films, while higher socio-economic

whites at Schools F and W tended to become more positive.
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An attempt was made to see whether there was a relationship between

total semantic differential ratings on Negro films and changes on the

Social Survey Questions for higher and lower socio-economic whites.

These results revealed only a tendency for a more positive change on

the SSQ to be related to a more positive evaluation of the Negro films

among the higher socio-economic experimentals (r=.2567). Low occupa-

tion experimentals, on the other hand, show an even larger, though non-

significant r. in the non-predicted direction. Thus the r. of .2759

seems to indicate that lower socio-economic experimentals, who liked

the Negro films least, tended to change most positively on the SSQ.

When an attempt was made to correlate film scores with trait

assignments to Negro photographs among students at School S, the

results were again disappointing. Thus a correlation of r.=.1056 was

found between scores on Negro films and trait assignments made to

Negro photographs by high occupation experimentals but this was in the

non-predicted direction and actually showed a trend (though quite non-

significant) for dislike of films to be connected with more positive

ratings of photos. When a similar comparison was made for lower socio-

economic experimentals the r.=2349 was in the expected direction with

liking of films connected to positive trait ratings to photos. Again:

however, this r. was too small for statistical significance.



Little more was found among elementary whites. Thus whites at

integrated elementary schools showed a slight tendency for a positive

reaction to Negro films to be related to a positive response to Negro

photographs but the r.=.0967 came nowhere near the level required for

statistical significance. At the all white elementary school the

correlation was not only very low, but in the non-predicted direction.

Here an r.=.0010 showed a trend for more positive trait assignments

to Negro photographs to be related to disliking the Negro films.

The situation when Negro subjects were examined was no better.

Liking Negro films, among elementary Negro students, was found to be

related to raising vocational aspirations but this r.=.0295 is nothing

more than a trend. This trend was in the same direction for raising

vocational aspirations among junior high school Negroes, but again it

was non-significant (r.=.2268). Again when an attempt was nde to

carrelate film ratings with the evaluation of Negro photographs, among

Negroes, the obtained correlations appear are either small or make

little sense. Thus, although elementary Negro students showed a mild

tendency for liking of films to be connected to liking Negro photo-

graphs (r.=.1390), junior high school students showed a correlation

in the non-predicted direction with liking of films related to dis-

liking Negro photos (r.=.3582, significant at the .05 level).

All in all this seems to indicate that immediate reaction to filmE

bore little relationship to how an individual would feel about Negroes

himself, race, or any other of the post-test measures made one month

following the last film. It suggests the possibility of an incubation
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effect which takes some time to reveal itself. Another possibility

could be that there had been a cumulative dislike of Negro films,

increasing from the first to tha last, so that an overall ratingsof

all Negro films masked this tendency. However, an examination of the

means for films reveals no such trend. The last film shown (physician-

pharmacologist) is liked as well as the first film encountered (systems

engineer). Thus the possibility of an incubation effect is strengthened

and one might wonder whether the post-test results would have been

similar if they had been given just a few days, rather than a month,

following the last film in the series.

One other possibility which might explain these confusing results

may be that the students simply didn't take this task very seriously.

Supposedly, they were giving their reactions to the films in order to

give the school some idea of whether the films would be a good method

of imparting vocational information. Pre- and post-testing, however,

was introduced as a psychological experiment and perhaps the students

might have been more willing to treat this task more seriously. At any

rate, for whatever the reasons, there seems to be little or no rela-

tionship between the students immediate reactions to the films, as

gauged by the film questionnaires, and their later reactions to the

tests used to gauge attitude changes.



Summary and Implications

There was considerable evidence generated in this study that

films of successful Negroes, who have overcome racial, economic or other

personal obstacles in order to achieve success, can have a positive

inspirational impact on Negro youth. In a small midwestern city, Negro

elementary and junior high school students became more optimistic about

their chances for future occupational success following the films.

These results could not be replicated in the same way with students in

a large eastern city but this may have been due to unavoidable problems

which interfered with adequate reception of the film message as well as

difficulties in proper test administration. However, all Negroes, re-

gardless of grade level or regional residence did seem to improve in

their racial self-concept, at least insofar as this was measured by

the :'. reaction to anonymous Negro photographs. There was also some

suggestion that a positive increase in racial self-concept may also be

accompanied by an increase in hostility towards whites, perhaps as,:a

result of internalized hostility and self-hate being released and

externalized. If this is true, it may have important implications for

the future of the civil rights movement since we may have to expect,

perhaps as only a transitional process, an increase in the amount of

hostility demonstrated towards whites, on the part of Negroes, as they

begin to develop an increasing sense of racial pride and a more posi-

tive image of themselves. One need only look to the changes which have

already taken place in most civil rights organizations to see evidence

of this already, since neither white leadership nor white membership is
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as welcome as it had formerly been. The Black Muslims and other

"black power" organizations offer even more dramatic examples of this

phenomenon. Thus, it may well be that before the Negro can truly come

to accept and approve of himself as a Negro, he may first have to rejeci

and dispel, on to the white world, the hostility which this world

originally created within him.

An even more distressing suggestion in the findings is the

possibility that as the Negro grows in self-acceptance, with increasing

hostility towards whites, there may also accompany this even greater

resistance or ,he part of whites who have grown to need their percep-

tion of the Negro as an inferior person. Status and prestige needs

may, therefore, be threatened by a growing Negro middle class and the

result may be a loss of support for the Negro cause by the white

middle class who have, in the past, perhaps been the greatest source

of assistance for civil rights groups. This exodus of whites from

civil rights may, as mentioned, be encouraged by the increasing

hostility of the Negroes who will invite them to leave.

This study also tends to lend greatest support to a situational

view of prejudice since one gains the impression, from the data, that

increased prejudice or negative feelings towards Negroes depended upon

"whose toes the films stepped on". The white suburban population in

the midwest demonstrated fairly positive attitudes towards Negroes

until prestige needs were threatened. At that point they became more

prejudiced than the originally higher prejudiced lower class. Thus

one would predict that high upward mobility may leave one open to the
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development of greater prejudice, especially in a society where the

Negro is on the move in an upwardly mobile direction. This would seem

at first glance to disagree with the observations of Bettleheim and

Janowitz (1950), and others who found that upward mobility was

negatively correlated with prejudice towards Negroes. However, this

may depend upon which Negroes one has in mind - i.e. slum dwellers,

factory workers, or Negroes wealthy enough to move next door and

compete for one's job. If one is a tool and die maker, Negro physicians

may be much more tolerable than Negro tool and die makers, and if one is

a physician, Negro skilled technicians may be perfectly acceptable but

not Negro physicians.

The fact that the white lower class students in integrated schools

in the midwestern city seemed to become more negative towards Negroes,

following the films, while lower class students, in the eastern sample,

became more positive, may, as mentioned previously, be due to tha social

conditions of Negroes in one city as opposed to another. As was already

suggested, lower socio-economic students in the former city had prob-

ably had little experience with middle class Negroes, and it was

hypothesized that the Negroes in this setting had come to serve an ego

inflating need similar to the role of the Negro in the eye's of the

poor white southerner. Could one then state that the difference in

the results found in the eastern city mean that this need will dissi-

pate, over time, as the lower class student has more and mare contact

with Negroes from all social classes?
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Will he be able to modify his perception of Negroes more easily and more

positively as the number and kinds of contacts with them increase? It

has always been a popular conception (among the educated and more

wealthy middle class) to think of the real hard-core prejudice as re

siding mostly in the minds of the lesser educated and disadvantaged.

However, perhaps the greatest resistance that the Negro may meet in

the future may come from this same middle class, while the greatest

support the Negro may receive, as time progresses, may come more and

more from the lower class whose contacts with Negroes, especially in

integrated school settings, become more numerous in kind and quality.

There is also the suggestion tLat integration of Negroes with whites,

when these Negroes represent only one social class rather than being

more heterogeneous in nature, may also create a need within lower class

whites, who are confronted with no other evidence to the contrary

about the Negro's capabilities, to place and then keep the Negro in an

inferior position in order to enhance their own position. The suggestion

is contained here that it is not only lack of information per se which

helps create or perpetuate prejudice, but it may help to create a

situation in which information or evidence to the contrary is not

welcomed any longer because certain needs have developed around belief

systems which have arisen as a result of the misinformation. Thus the

cognitive dissonance which a successful Negro can, generate in a small

town or in a white suburb is probably much greater than that which can

be generated in a large metropolitan integrated school. Again, however,

reactions will depend upon whose belief systems are being "stepped on"

by this new information.
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One important question which immediately occurs is whether the

effects of films already reported were temporary and if so, how

temporary? Certainly there is already adequate research to indicate

that any change in attitude created by films or any other mass com-

munication media must have further reinforcement if it is to persist

over time. It is, of course, already known that the present investi-

gator's film effects were at least of one month duration since post-

testing was not done until that amount of time had elapsed. It would

also not be too surprising to find that the answer to thia question

may vary a great deal depending upon whether one is referring to changes

among Negroes, changes among whites or direction of change. For example

Ailport (1954) has commented that prejudice, once established, often

has a self-perpetuating quality. In addition, the threat posed to the

middle class by the civil rights movement, particularly when one con-

siders the suburban riots which took place so recently in Milwaukee and

Chicago, could mean that this group is only too prone now to react to

selective information which might appear to threaten their status or

position. There is certainly already abundant evidence in the litera-

ture to show that persons misperceive, distort, and select information

in accordance with their own needs and fears (Allport and Postman, 1945;

Hovland et.al. 1957; Kendall and Wolf, 1949). It is also not hard to

conceive of how a Negro professional would be much more threatening to

a suburban white dweller than a Negro unskilled laborer, since who does

the white suburbanite actually fear will buy a $25,000 or $30,000 home

in his neighborhood? Certainly not someone on a salary of $4,000 per

year. Thus it might well be that the increase in prejudice found among
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the middle class might have much greater duration than the decrease in

prejudice found among the lower class suburbanite.

The question also arises whether there would be further changes

in the feelings of prejudice of white students if one film seriras which

created status or prestige threat was then followed by a second series

which did not. Would it depend upon whether the first or the second

series involved status threat? Some tentative answers to these questions

might be predicted from Festinger's (1957) theories concerning cogni-

tive dissonance which, of course, could also be used as a model to

conceptualize all of the changes in attitudes reported thus far. For

example, the data reported on changes in the middle class white suburban

dwellers could be conceptualized as resulting from cognitive dissonance

(i.e. increased prejudice following films of professional Negroes).

Prior to the films we would hypothesize that Negroes were perceived

as an unfortunate group of persons who probably deserved some sy-?athy

and who offered little threat to a detached middle class who could then

afford their "liberal" attitudes without fear of personal discomfort

or involvement. When, however, Negroes were suddenly seen as a more

threatening and powerful force, fear and hostility was created, and in

order to resolve the cognitive dissonance which evolved when a

supposed weak and inferior group was suddenly perceived as a strong

and potent economic competitor, more negative and prejudicial attitudes

towards Negroes were called into play - attitudes which p t the Negro

"back in his place." Festinger predicts that once a new decision has

been reached in order to reduce cognitive dissonance, any reversal of
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this decision becomes more difficult than would have been true if the

decision had never been made. If we can think of the shifts in

prejudicial attitudes as decisions, then it might be predicted that

there would be little effect in following the film series of Negro

professionals with the film series of Negro skilled technicians among

the white middle class. In this same vein, introducing the films of

skilled technicians to lower class suburbanites following the film

series of professionals should not result in the same increase in

prejudice that would take place if the skilled technicians were the

first twelve films to be viewed by this group. These, however,

merely represent tentative hypotheses which could be tested at some

future date.

Certainly this study has probably generated more questions than

it has answered. The importance of some variables could not really

be studied because of the limited size of most samples. For example,

sex differences could be determined only in the midwestern suburban

white sample and here it had no apparent impact for girls became as

prejudiced (if they were middle class) as boys. Certainly, however,

a more adequate measure of social class than father's occupation might

be desirable. Could some of the results found in this suburb have

been reversed if the films had been of Negro skilled technicians - i.e

would the lower class suburbanite have been most threatened in this

case? In addition, the importance of the kind and quality of previous
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contact of whites, with Negroes, could only be inferred in this study

since no information of this nature was availbla. The previous

experience of the Negroes was also unknown. What would the impact of

these films be on recently arrived rural southern Negroes? Were there

sex differences among Negroes? There was also an inadequate sample of

middle class Negroes and the small number which was available gave

results which tended to hint at the possibility that this film

technique may be more successful with lower class Negroes. Another

important aspect which was suggested in the eastern city results was

in terms of age or grade level. There was, for example, some hint

that Negroes in the upper grade levels (Grades XI and XII) may be

negatively affected by the films in terms of their personal concept

of themselves and their optimism about their own future success even

though they were able to develop an increased sense of pride in their

race. However, the numbers available here were too small to allow for

anything more than speculation.

All in all, however, the outlook for the near future does not

seem bright. More racial violence and even greater resistance on the

part of whites, perhaps especially middle class whites, may be in the

offing. It may therefore be that the situation will have to get

worse before it can and will improve.
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Film Presentation Instructions (Used in All Sections)

The Board of Education and your school has decided to try a

new method of bringing vocational information to you. Although

there are many pamphlets and abundant literature which you can

read about occupations, :kt was felt that the opportunity to meet

real persons who are actively involved in various careers might

give you a more realistic picture of what it would actually be

like to enter a particular occupation or profeEsion. Thus, over

the next twelve weeks, you are going to have an opportunity to

meet, by way of films, persons who will talk to you about them-

selves, their work, and how they became involved in their particu-

lar occupations, in the hope that it may help some of you decide

on your future careers. You will have an opportunity to become

acquainted with these people 14 viewing them at their work and in

their homes in order that you may begin to see how a vocation can

affect a person's entire life, not only in terms of what he does

at work, but also in terms of his entire sphere of interests both

on and off the job.

At the end of each film we are going to ask you to fill out

some short scales which will gauge your impression of the films

and determine how much value you feel each had. Please be frank

about your reactions for we want to find out if you, the students

feel they are worthwhile and whether they have helped you in any

way in deciding what you would eventually like to do. We also



realize, of course, that twelve films cannot possibly cover the

entire range of available careers and therefore many of you may

not see an occupation represented that actually interests you.

We are, however, interested in whether this technique of occupation-

al information is useful or valuable and whether it should be ex-

panded in the future.



NAME

SCHOOL

Scale Used To Gauge Individual Film Reactions
(Section A, B and C)

GRADE

I. Vocational Attitude: Make a check in the appropriate space
beside one of the statements below.

I feel very interested in (please fill in vocation of film just
viewed) since seeing this film.

I feel more interested in this vocation since seeing this film.

I feel neither particularly more interested nor particularly
more disinterested in this vocation since seeing this film.

I feel less interested in this vocation since seeing this film.

I feel completely disinterested in this vocation since seeing
this film.

II. Personal Feelings: Make a check in the appropriate space
beside one of the statements below.

I feel that I would probably like the person in the film very
much.

I feel I would probably like this person to a slight degree.

I feel I would probably neither particularly like nor
particularly dislike this person.

I feel I would probably dislike this person to a flight degree.

I feel I would probably dislike this person very much.



III. Please rate the person you have just seen in the film on each

of the following scales. You will note that there are five points

on each scale and you should make a mark with your pencil someviere

on each scale showing how you felt about the person. For example,

the scale below deals with pleasant unpleasant. If you felt that

the person in the film was very pleasant, you wwould place a mark

(X) very near the pleasant and close to #2.
2 1 0 1 2

Pleasant tURpleasant

If, on the other hand, you felt he was very unpleasant, you would

place a mark (X) at the other end close to #2.

2 1 0 1 2
Pleasant' Unpleasant

If you felt he was only mildly pleasant, you would place a mark (X)

closer to #1 on the pleasant side--or at any point on the pleasant

side that expressed the degree of pleasantness. If you felt he was

unpleasant, then you would place your "X" anywhere between 0 and 2

on the unpleasant side. However, if you had no feeling at all about

whether he was pleasant or unpleasant, you could show this by

placing your "X" in the center of the line at "0". If you have any

questions, please ask--otherwise continue on and rate the person

you have just seen in the film on each of the followinsi scales. Be

sure to put a mark on each scale showing how you felt about him.

exper
2 1 0 1 2

4gnorant

2 1 0 1 2
typical I I unusual



12 0 1 2

honest' tdiohonest

2 1 0 2
1rare common

(1).

2 1
quick/ s low

fiction ffact
2 0 1

2 1 0 2

alert j 'tired

real make-believe
2 1 0 1

2 1 0 2
false I true

2 1 0 1 2
tra inedi I I I luntra ined

.2 1 0 1 2
kind! lunkind

IV. Please write any comments you have to make about the film you

have just seen. Do you feel it was worthwhile? Why, or why not2



Pre-Test Instructions (Used in All Sections)

We are conducting a research project which involves the

ability to tell about people simply on the basis of how they look.

You may not be aware of this but some psychologist feel that you

can tell a great deal about a person simply by looking at them.

As a matter of fact a psychologist by the name of Susan De,.

actually developed a test, called the Szondi test, which consisLrad

of photographs of real people, and she felt that many individuals

were able to tell a great deal about the persons in the photographs

because they reacted, without really being aware of it, to certain

things about the persons' faces. Dr. Deri felt that just looking

at someone's face gives us information about that person even

though we might not know we are receiving it. Some of you may

remember times in which you had a hunch about someone you looked at -

a hunch about the kind of person they were, even though you had not

really met the person and actually knew nothing about him or her.

Dr. Deri would say that you were responding unconsciously to some-

thing in that person's face even though you weren't actually aware

of receiving the information.

Today we are going to ask you to make judgments about photo-

graphs of real people. We are going to ask you to make what we

call "educated guesses" about them. It is important that you

give your first reaction to a photograph without thinking about

your reasons too much -- give your "gut reaction" or what you

immediately feel as you look at the photo.



We are also tryirg to relate the ability to tell things about

people just by looking at them to other things about yourself such

as your goals for the ftture and your interests and feelings about

people. Thus we will ask you to fill out some other short tests too.

Again, please do not try to analyze or think about your feelings

concerning a photo - just give your first hunches of feelings as you

view the photograph.



Post-Test Instructions (Used in All Sections)

Some of you may recall the tests that we are asking you to take

today in that we conducted a survey of this nature last (name of

month). For others this will be the first time that you have seen

these tests.

We are conducting a research project which involves the ability

to tell about people simply on the basis of how they look. You may

not be aware of this but some psychologists feel that you can tell

a great deal about a person simply by looking at them. As a matter

of fact a psychologist by the name of Susan Deri actually developed

a test, called the Szondi test, which consisted of photographs of

real people and she felt that many individuals were able to tell a

great deal about the persons in the photographs because they reacted,

without really being aware of it, to certain things about the

persons' faces. Dr. Deri felt that just looking at someone's face

gives us information about that person even though we might not know

we are receiving it. Some of you may remember times in which you

had a hunch about someone you looked at - a hunch about the kind of

person they were, even though you had not really met the person and

actually knew nothing about him or her. Dr. Deri would say that

you were responding unconsciously to something in that person's face

even though you weren't actually aware of receiving the information.

Today we are going to ask you to make judgments about photo-

graphs of real people. We are going to ask you to make what we call
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"educated guesses" about them. It is important that you give your

first reaction to a photograph without thinking about your reasons

too much -- give your "gut reaction" or what you immediately feel

as you look at the photo.

Now many of you have taken this test previously may wonder why

we are asking you to do it again.' The reason for this is that we

are interested in whether the fact that you have had the experience

of trying this before will enable you to make better guesses than

someone doing it for the first time. In short you have had some

practice. Will you do better than someone who didn't have this

practice? However, it is important that you do not try to let your

previous guess affect the way you guess this time because remember/.

2snoloudon'tliwhetheryour last uuesses were actually correct or

not. Perhaps you were right last time, but perhaps you were wrong.

The important thing to do this time is to respond with the first

reaction as you look at the photos -- give the first thing you think

of without wondering about what you did or did not say last time.

Now, remember, try not to let what you did last time affect what you

do this time in a conscious way -- just react with your feelings

about the photographs as you look at them.

1 This statement is made in spite of the fact that probably all
students have taken it before. It must be made since we are
presumably also testing some groups of students for the first time.
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We are also trying to relate the ability to tell things about

people just by looking at them to other things about yourself such

as your goals for the future and your interests and feelings about

people. Thus, we will ask you to fill out some other short tests

too. Again, please do not try to analyze or think about your feel-

ings concerning a photo - just give your first hunches or feelings

as you view the photographs.



Face Sheet Used For All Students

The information on all these tests is confidential and will not
be given to anyone or used in any way except for the purposes of
this experiment.

NAME

DATE OF BIRTH

NAME OF SCHOOL

How many brothers do you have?

How many sisters do you have ?_

MALE DATE

FEMALE AGE AT LAST BIRTHDAY

GRADE

Give their ages

Give their ages

=11191.,

Check any or all of the following which are applicable:

Father living Parents still married Parents divorced

Mother living Parents separated

Father's Occupation

does for a living:

Mother's Occupation

Mother remarried

Father remarried

Describe briefly what he

Describe briefly what she

does for a living - (If she is a housewife, write "housewife")

Father's Education

Circle highest grade reached:

Mother's Education

Circle highest grade reached:

Grade School
High School
College
Graduate School
Beyond College

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4
4
4
4

5 6 7 8 Grade School
High School
College
Graduate School
Beyond College

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4
4
4
4

5 6 7 8



Photograph Technique for Grades V and VI (Section A and B)

Please look at Photograph #1 and then at the list of jobs listed

below. We want you to try and "guess" or make a judgment as to

which job you feel this man is most likely to hold. You are to

list your first two choices below. Begin with the lob you feel

most sure he does and then the next job which you feel he might do.

Remember, although you feel that you are guessing wildly, our

hunch is that you are probably relying on tiny cues in the face, of

which you are unaware, but which are actually helping you to make

the right choice. Some of you may he better in this kind of

"guessing" and this is what we are trying to find out. Don't spend

too much time on your choices but rely on your feelings or hunches.

This may help you in making "educated guesses" and aid you in

making the correct choice.

I feel most sure that the man in photograph #1 is as*

1st choice

lawyer 86

scientist 89

janitor 44

factory worker 59

2nd choice

barber 59

gas station attendant 52

car mechanic 66

mailman 66

repairman for radio and TV sets 67 college professor 89

teacher in public school 78

dentist 86

city policeman 67

doctor-physician 93

clerk in store (salesman) 58

garbage collector 35

truck driver 54 street sweeper 34

* Only the response to first choice was analyzed because of the tar-
get spread effect in which the second choice often seemed to repre
sent a conscious attempt to make a far different response in order
to avoid being too wrong.
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Now look over the list of jobs again and decide which two

occupations the man in the photograph is least likely to have.

Again list them in order beginning.with the lob you feel most sure

is, not his lob.

I feel most sure that the man in photograph #1 is not one of the

following:*

1st choice 2nd choice

Now look at photograph #1 again. This time you are going to

make the same kind of "educated guess" about what kind of a person

he is. Again, rely on your hunches about the kind of person he may

be after looking at his face.

I think the man in photograph #1 is: Circle the words which

show where your hunch is. Thus, if you feel that he is probably

almost always cheerful circle the words "always cheerful." If,

however, you feel he is probably hardly ever cheerful then circle

the words "hardly ever cheerful". If you feel he is not a cheerful

person then you will circle "never cheerful" and if you feel he is

often cheerful, then circle those words.
1 2 3 4

1. Always Often Hardly ever Never
Cheerful Cheerful Cheerful Cheerful

Now do the same for the words on the next page. On each line

circle the words that best describe the man in photograph #1.

* Only the first choice was analyzed for the reasons reported on
the previous page.
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1 2 3 4
2. Always sure Often Hardly ever Never sure

of self Sure of self sure of self of self

4 3 2 1
3. Always Often Hardly ever Never

Cruel Cruel Cruel Cruel

4 3 2 1
4. Never Hardly ever Usually Always

Honest Honest Honest Honest

4 3 2 1
5. Always Often Hardly ever Never

Stupid Stupid Stupid Stupid

1 2 3 / 4
6. Always Often Hardly ever Never

Happy Happy Happy Happy

1 2 3 4
7. Never Hardly ever Often Always

Bad Bad Bad Bad

8. Never good Hardly ever good
in sports in sports

Often good
in sports

Always good
in sports

4 3 2 1
9. Never Hardly ever Often Always

Kind Kind Kind Kind

4 3 2 1
10. Always Often Hardly ever Never

Dirty Dirty Dirty Dirty

1 2 3 4
11. Never Hardly ever Often Always

Rude Rude Rude Rude

4 3 2 1
12. Always Often Hardly ever Never

Selfish Selfish Selfish Selfish

4 3 2 1
13. Always Often Hardly ever Never

Lazy Lazy Lazy Lazy
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Please look at Photograph #1 and then at the list of occupa-

tional categories listed below. We want you to try and "guess" or

make a judgment as to which job you feel this an is most likely to

hold. You are to list your first five choices below. Begin with the

job you feel most sure he does and then list in order the next four

jobs which you feel he might do. Remember, although you may feel

that you are guessing wildly, our hunch is that you are probably

relying on tiny cues in the face, of which you are unaware, but

which are actually helping you to make the right choice. Some of you

may be more skilled in this kind of "guessing" and this is what we

are trying to determine. Don't spend too much time on your choices

but rely on your feelings or hunches. This may help you in making

"educated guesses" and aid you in making the correct choice.

I feel most sure that the man in photograph #1 is a:*

1st choice

2nd cho1.ce

3rd choice

4th choice

5th choice

radio and TV repairman 67 dentist 86
lawyer 86 city policeman 67
clerk in general office 62 office manager 70
bank teller 67 filling station attendant 52
scientist 89 electrical or mechanical engineer
janitor 44 80
hospital attendant or aide 45 social worker 74
factory worker 59 college professor 89
teacher in a public school 78 truck driver 54
welder 59 stock broker 79
mail carrier 66 automobile mechanic 66
artist 83 physicain 93
machine operator 60 barber 59

* Only the first choice response was analyzed because students seemed
to be giving their "gut reaction" hunch here and then using the other
choices to cover as much of the target as possible in order to "cover
all bets". This was especially true of the second choice which was
often found to be at almost the opposite end of the prestige scale
from the first choice.

r.



Now look over the list of occupations again and decide which

five occupations the man in the photograph is least likely to be in-

volved in. Again list them in order beginning with the igh_you feel

most sure is not his occupation.

I feel most sure that the man in photograph #1 is not one of the

following:*

lst choice 4th choice

2nd choice 5t% choice

1rd choice

Now look at photograph #1 again. This time you are going to

make the same kind of "educated guess" about his personality. Again,

rely on your hunches about the kind of person he may be after looking

at his face.

I think the man in photograph #1 is: Make an "X" anywhere on

the line to show where your hunch is. Thus if you feel that he is

probably almost always cheerful make ,'our "X" at the extreme left.

If, however, you feel he is probably quite cheerful then make your

"X" closer to the midpoint but to the left of it. If you feel he is

not a cheerful person then you will make your "X" more to the right

of the midpoint. And, if you feel he is a most uncheerful person

then your "X" will be made at the extreme right side of the lire.

Always Very About as Rarely Never
Cheerful Cheerful Cheerful as most Cheerful Cheerful

1 2 X 4 5

* Here again only the first choice was analyzed for the same reasons
reported on the previous page.
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Always Very
Irresponsible Irresponsible

5 4

About as
Irresponsible
as Most

3

2

Rarely
Irre-
sponsible

Never
Irre-
spons ible

1

Never Rarely
Stubborn Stubborn

About as
Stubborn as most

3

2 4

Very
Stubborn

Always
Stubborn

5

Never Rarely
Courteous Courteous

5

About as
Courteous as most

3

4 2

Very
Courteous

Never
Musical

5

Rarely
Musical

About as
Musical as most

3

4 2

Always
Moody

5

Very
Moody

About as
Moody as most

3

4 2

Always
Courteous

Very
Musical

Always
Musical

Rarely
Moody

1

Never
Moody

Always
Generous

1

Very
Generous

Never
Boasting

1

About as
Generous as most

3

2 4

Rarely Never
Generous Generous

5

Rarely
Boasting

About as
Boasting as most

3

2 4

Very
Boasting

5

/

Always
Boasting

Always Deeply Very Deeply About as Deeply
Religious Religious Religious as most

3

2 4

Rarely Never
Deeply Deeply
Religious Religious

5
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Vocational Aspirations Form

List, in order of preference, the two occupations or jobs that
you would most like to do after you finish school. Begin with the
job or occupation you would most like to do and then follow this
with the job which you would next most like to do. Do not consider
our abilities or ob o ortunities in makin this list - just
consider whether ou think ou would be ha in the work.

I would most like to become a:

1st choice

2nd choice

Now list those jobs or occupations which you actually think you
might end up doing. In some cases these may be very different from
your previous choices and in some cases they may be similar. You
may, for example, think to yourself: "Well although I'd like to
become a (some job)...the chances are a lot greater that I'll end
up doing ( job) or ( job)". Just try to be realistic and put
down, in order, those jobs which you feel you'll actually end up
doing.

I think I'll probably end up as a:

1st choice.

2nd choice

How certain are you that you will end up doing these particular
jobs? Check one.

Very Certain Somewhat Uncertain

Very Uncertain



Prejudice Instrument Used Only in Suburban White School
(Section B)

Social Survey Questions

This is a study of what the general p blic thinks about a

number of social questions. The only best answer to each statement

below is your honest personal opinion. We have tried to ccver many

different points of view. You may find yourself agreeing strongly

with some of the statements, disagreeing just as strongly or even

angrily with others, and perhaps being uncertain about others.

Whether you agree or disagree with any statement, you can be sure

that many people feel the same way you do. Please mark each state-

ment in the left-hand margin according to your agreement or dis-

agreement as follows:

+1: Slight support, -1: Slight opposition,
agreement disagreement

+2: Moderate support, -2: Moderate opposition,
agreement disagreement

+3: Strong support, -3: Strong opposition,
agreement disagreement

Thus, if you find yourself strongly supporting or agreeing with

a statement, you should put a +3 in the blank beside that statement.

If you disagree strongly, then you should put a -3 in the blank--or

whatever number - or + that indicates your true feelings.

1. What youth needs most is strict discipline, rugged
determination, and the will to work and fight for
family and country.
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2. Some equality in marriage is a good thing, but by and
large, the husband ought to have the main say in family
matters.

Nl 3. The real reason for the high unemployment rate among Negroes
is that they lack the incentive to really seek work.

4. The many political parties tend to confuse national issues,
add to the expense of elections, and raise unnecessary
agitation. For this and other reasons, it would be best if
all political parties except the two major ones were abolished.

F1 5. The worst danger to real Americanism during the last 50 years
has come from foreign ideas and agitators.

6. Young people sometimes get rebellious ideas, but as they grow
up they ought to get over them and settle down.

7. Patriotism and loyalty are the first and most important re-
quirements of a good citizen.

8. Now that there is a U.N., America must be sure that she loses
none of her independence and complete power as a sovereign
nation.

F 9. Many Latin American countries will probably never advance to
the standards of living and civilization of the United States.

N 10. It would be a mistake to have Negroes for foremen and leaders
over whites.

11. Certain religious sects whose beliefs do not permit them to
salute the flag should be forced to conform to such a
patriotic action, or else be abolished.

12. America may not be perfect, but the American Way has brought
us about as close as human beings can get to a perfect society.

13. People can be divided into two distinct classes: the weak
and the strong.

14. Minor forms of military training, obedience, and discipline,
such as drill, marching and simple commands, should be made
part of the elementary school educational programs.

N 15. Negroes may have a part to play in white civilization, but
it is best to keep them in their own districts and schools
and to prevent too much intermixing with whites.

16. Science has its place but there are many important things
that must always be beyond human understanding.
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17. It is only natural and right for each person to think
that his family is better than any other.

F 18. There is something different and strange about many
minority groups (such as Chinese, Mexicans, Negroes, Jews);
it's hard to tell what they are thinking and planning and
what makes them tick.

F 19. Any group or social movement which contains many foreigners
should be watched with suspicion and, whenever possible, be
investigated by the FBI.

20. The most important qualities of a real man are determination
and a driving ambition.

N 21. Negroes are too superstitious to ever become great scientists

22. Most of our social problems would be solved if we would
somehow get rid of the immoral, crooked people.

F 23. World War II proved that we must be very careful never to
trust foreign countries.

24. The best guarantee of our national security is for America
to have the biggest army and navy in the world and the
secrets of the atom bomb.

25. The best teacher or boss is one who tells us just exactly
what is to be done and how to go about it.

N 26. Manual labor and menial jobs seem to fit the mentality and
ability of most Negroes.

27. A woman whose children are at all messy or rowdy has failed
in her duties as a mother.

28. No sane, normal, decent person could ever think of hurting a
close friend or relation.

29. If a child is unusual in any way, his parents should get
him to be more like other children.

N 30. The people who raise all the talk about putting non-whites
on the same level as whites and giving them the same
privileges are mostly radical agitators trying to stir up
conflicts.

31. More than anything else, it is good hard work that makes
HI_ worthwhile.



32. There is hardly anything lower than a person who does not
feel a great love, gratitude, and respect for his parents.

F 33. World War II proved that the Japanese were war-like and
dangerous, and America should always be on its guard and
keep foreigners out of the country.

34. One main difficulty with allowing the entire population to
participate fully in government affairs (voting, jobs, etc.)
is such that a large percentage is by nature unintelligent
and incapable.

F 35. There will always be wars because, for one thing, there will
always be races who ruthlessly try to grab more than their
share.

F 36. The most vicious, irresponsible, and racketeering organiza-
tions are, in most cases, those having largely foreigners
for leaders.

N 37. Most Negroes would become overbearing and disagreeable if
given the change.

38. There will always be superior and inferior nations in the
world and in the interests of all concerned, it is best that
the superior ones be in control of world affairs.

1 N refers to Ntgro items and F refers to foreigner and minority
group items. These symbols were not present during test
administration, however.



Storage and Processing of Data

The check-marks placed at various points along the rating scales

in the pre- and post-test booklets were initially converted into

numeric form. These numbers were then entered on IBM sheets having 1:1

correspondence with the standard IBM punch card. A deck of IBM cards

was then automatically generated from these sheets. Since the data of

the average subject required more than one such card, a disk-pack was

utilized in the permanent storage 7f each subject's data, in order to

avoid the constant handling of cards. The data of a given S occupied

roughly 320 disk columns.

In addition, each S had a unique identification number assigned

to his data record on the disk, as well as a multi-digit group identi-

fication code which included information on the school which he

attended, his status as a member of either the experimental or control

group, the occupational level of his father, number of brothers and

sisters, his race and sex, etc. This group coding enabled us to

place a given S in any desired category for any given data run, where

the number of categories and their characteristics could be changed

from one analysis to another without making any changes in the data on

disk.

Summary data was generated by a specially written program for

analysis of variance, which was the major statistical method. Since

the form of the analysis of variance, to be described in detail later

in this section, was usually complex and involved combination of

between -S, within -S, and nested factors, in addition to unequal cell



frequencies, the data outputted by the computer system was not finished

F-rations but rather groups sums, sums of squares, and squares of

sums. The use of this intermediate computer output provided maximum

flexibility in computation of main and simple effects while at the

same time relegated the time-consuming summing and squaring to the IBM

system.

One of the most important features of this system was the careful

control it gave in the selection of Sssfor any given analysis. After

instruction the system as to how the between-subject categories were

to be formed, it was possible to place an upper limit on the number of

Ss included in any given category in order to maintain proportionality

of cell frequencies. Since many analyses simultaneously considered

many responses per subject, sometimes cast into a two- or three-factor

within-subject matrix, we wished to include only those Ss whose data

was complete for that run. Any Ss not possessing complete data was

automatically eliminated from that run, thus eliminating the necessity

of prorating for missing data or maintaining proportionality of

frequency on a within-subject basis.

Sampling Technique and Statistical Analysis of Data

Some mention should be made of the sampling procedure used in this

type of study. When showing the films, it was necessary to work with

intact classroom-groups in order to maintain the credibility of the

announced purpose of the films, namely to provide information on voca-

tional opportunities. Thus instead of strictly random assignment to

either the experimental (film) or control (no-film) group on an



individual S basis, an entire classroom-group was randomly designated

as experimental or control. Although for purposes of analysis it was

assumed that the assignment to either film group was random and in-

dependent, the experimental design actually was one involving a nested

or heirarchial factor: classroom-groups within a particular school

x film cell. One could argue that the assumption of independent

sampling was justified by the fact that the unit of analysis was in-

variably a pre- to post-test difference score and the fact that pre-

test performance did not deviate to any appreciable extent from the

theoretical midpoint of the rating scale. If pre-test performance did

in fact differ as a function of classroom-group, the only manner in

which this initial difference could contaminate the difference score

would be if there was some interaction between the initial level of

performance and the amount of change in response possible, in the

fashion of some ceiling or baseline effect. However, the fact that

the initial (pre-test) performance was so close to the medial value

of the scale would tend to rule out any possible ceiling or baseline

effects.

As mentioned previously, the majority of numerical analysis was

done by analysis of variance and type of design employed was typically

factorial. The between-subject variability was divided into as many

as three factors: films vs. no films, school, and occupational level

of father. Separate analyses have always been conducted for the

different races. The majority of analyses have involved repeated

measures on the same subjact. For example, the ratings of personality
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traits involved a total of 100 responses for the junior high school

students. The 20 responses made to each of the five photos were

initially classified into four trait categories reflecting positive and

negative Negro stereotypic items and positive and negative non-stereo-

type items. In addition, the five photos were classed as belonging to

either the white or Negro race as well as on the basis of individual

models within race (a nested factor). Therefore in this hypothetical

analysis, within subject variability was divided into three components:

race of photo, model within race, and type of trait. This method of

analysis is characteristic of all the statistical tests made in that

any particular design involving repeated measures was broken down into

the appropriate intra-S variance components.

The reason for using multi-factor analysis of variance has been

the desire to detect any significant interaction effects. Previous

analyses contain many examples of this type of effect, one of the more

striking of which was the responses made to statements concerning

attitudes toward racial minorities on the part of junior high school

students from an all-white school in Racine. In this case, the films

served to increase hostility toward Negroes on the part of higher

occupational students, while decreasing prejudice among members of the

lower occupational groups.

Informal inspection of the data has revealed that the requirements

of normality of distribution and homogeneity of variance were adequately

fulfilled. After an overall analysis of variance, tests on simple main

and interaction effects were conducted only if justified by significant

interactions. Any individual a posteriori comparisons necessary after

tests on simple effects were made according to conventional procedures.
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Table Is

Occupational Assignments Made to White and Nero Photographs

(First Choices for What I think He Does for a Living) by

Elementary Negro Students

Source

Subjects

df MS

59

F ratios

Film Effect 1 451.414 2.12
Error 58 212.824

Lace of Photograph 1 5C25.614 12.99**
Film Effect - Race of Photo 1 1192.915 2.66
Error 44C.301

Individual Photograph 3 914.591 2.06
Film Effect - Indiv. Photo 3 57.579 .13
Error 174 443.664
Totals 299 419.879

** significant at the .01 level



Table Ila

Complete imalysis of Variance on PersonUity Traits Assigned

to White and Negro Photos by 5th and 6th Grade Negro Students

Source

Subjects

Film Effect
Father's Occupation
Films - Father's Occupation
Error

df US

65

1 5.115
1 0.530
1 0.050
62 3.919

Personality Traits 5

Films - Personality Traits 5
Father's Occup. - Person. Trt. 5
Films - Fa. Occup. - :bars . Trt. 5
Error 310

Race of Photograph 1

Films - Race of Photo 1

Father's Occup. - Race Photo 1

Films - Fa's Occup. Y.ace 1
r.rror 62

Individual Photograph 3

Films - Indiv. ?hoto 3

Father's Occup. - Ind. Photo 3

Films - Fa. Occup. - Ind. Photo3
Zrror 136

Personal. Tr. sit - :lace Aoto 5

Film - Trait - Race Photo 5

Fa. Occup. - Trait - Race 5

Filn - Occup. Trt. - 1:ace5
Error 310

Personal. Trait - Ind. Photo 15
Film - Trait - Photo 15
Occup. - Trait - Photo
Filn - Occup. - Trait -

Error

* significant at the .05

15
Photo 15

930

level
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1.290
2.012
1.121
1.267
1.062

9.056
10.3E
4.10E.

0.540
1.974

5.187
2.446
1.054
1.163
1.559

1.224
0.309
1.170
0.814
0.E74

0.995
oari
1.160
0.12E
0.764

F ratios

1.30
.14
.01

1.21
1.C9
1.05
1.19

4.59*
5.26*
2.0t
.27

3.327
1.56)
.67
.75

1.40
.36

1.34
.93

1.30
1.02
1.52
.17



Table IL Ia

Occupational Assignments Made to White and Negro Photographs

(First Choices for What I Think He Does for a Living) by

Grade IX Negroes

Source

Subjects

df MS

46

F ratios

Film Effect 1 67.559 .13

Error 45 524.791

Race of Photograph 1 63.650 .16

Film Effect - Race of Phot.. 1 666.788 1.69
Error 45 396.188

Individual Photograph 3 1C72.727 5.93**
Film Effect - Indiv. Photo 3 789.548 2.50
Error 135 315.735
Totals 234 396.425

** significant at the .01 level



Table IVa

Complete Analysis of Variance for Personality Trait Assignments

to White and Negro Photographs by Grade IX Negroes

Source df MS F ratios

Subjects 44

Film Effect 1 0.022 0.0

Error 43 27.879

Personality Traits 3 8.333 0.52

Films - Traits 3 1.239 0.08

Error 129 15.889

Race of Photo 1 11.854 0.59

Films - Race of Photo 1 50.062 2.53

Error 43 19.776

Individual Photograph 3 7.195 0.41

Films - Individual Photo 3 134.809 7.69**

Error 129 17.548

Personality Trait - Race 3 3.408 0.38

Films - Trait - Race 3 4.539 0.52

Error 129 8.796

Trait - Individual Photo 9 6.003 1.00

Films - Trait - Photo 9 9.233 1.54

Error 387 5.980

**Significant at the .01 level
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Table Va

Occupational Assignments Bade to White and Negro Photographs

(First Choices for I Think He Does for a Living) by

Grade IX White Students in Schools 3, F, and W

Source

Subjects

School - (Schools S, F, a,v)
Film Effect
Father's Occupation
School - Film afect
School - Fa's Occup.
Film - Fa's Occup.
School - Film - Fa's Occup.
Error

Race of Photo
School - Race of Photo
Film - Race of Photo
Fe's Occup. - Race of Photo
School - Film - Race Photo
School - Occup. Race
Film - Occuo. - Race
School - Film - Occup. - Race
Error

Individual Photograph
School - Indiv. Photo
Film - Indiv. Photo
Fa's Occup. - Indiv. Photo
School - Film - Indiv. Photo
School
Film -
School
Error
Totals

- Fa's Occup. - Photo
Fa's Occup. - Photo
- Film - Occup. - Photo

* significant at the .05 level

cif HS

251

2 666.494
1 636.576
1 1114.464
2 281.210
2 231.623
1 41.620
2 119.440
240 246.107

1 368.206
2 3.823
1 9.253
1 3.071
2 240.188
2 280.317
1 276.351
2 204.444
240 342.758

3 118.356
6 126.904
3 357.321
3 169.338
6 317.372
6 81.402
3 392.419
6 354.190
720 282.723
1259 285.775

F ratios

2.72
2.59
4.53*
1.14
.94
.17
.4c

1.07
.01
.03
.01
.70
.82
.81
.60

.42

.45
1.26
.60

1.12
.29

1.39
1.25



Table VI*

Personality Traits !leans of White and Negro Photographs
for Pre- and Non-Pretested White Junior High Students

Separated for High and Low rather Occupation

Pre White Post White Pre Negro Post Negro Number Ws

School p1 Exp. Pre 2.87 2.79 2.68 2.74 11
High Occup.

Con. Pre 2.59 2.73 2.46 2.60 11

School rl Exp. Pre 2.79 2.81 2.57 2.56 11
Low Occup.

Con. Pre 2.73 2.52 2.46 2.29 11

School W Exp. Pre 2.85 2.83 2.62 2.53 19
High Occup.

Con. Pre 2.76 2.69 2.35 2.35 19

Exp. Non-Pre 2.82 2.65 21

Con. Non-Pre 2.80 2.50 24

School W Exp. Pre 2.83 2.76 2.53 2.78 19
Low Occup.

Con. Pre 2.83 2.97 2.59 2.70 19

Exp. Non-Pre 2.85 2.74 34

Con. Non-Pre 2.79 2.64 20

School S Exp. Pre 2.64 2.73 2.55 2.65 34
High Occup.

Con. Pre 2.71 2.76 2.64 2.65 34

Exp. Non-Pre 2.67 2.66 25

Con. Non-Pre 2.78 2.59 30

School S Exp. Pre 2.69 2.70 2.69 2.67 34
Low Occup.

Con. Pre 2.66 2.68 2.68 2.73 34

Exp. Non-Pre 2.92 2.90 15

Con. Non-Pre 2.70 2.66 15

i There were no non-pretested students at school F.
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Table Vila

Complete Analysis of Variance of Personality Trait Assignments

to Uhite and Negro Photocraphs for Grade Uhite Students at

Schools F, 3 andti

Source df iitIS

Subjects 255

School (F, S, W)
Film Effect
Father's occupation
School - Film Effect
Selool - Father's Occupation
Film Effect - Father's Occupation
School - Film - Father's Occup.
Error

Personality Trait
school - Personality Trait
Film Effect - Personality Trait
Father's Occup. - Personal. Trt.

Personal. Trt. 6

2 20.633
1 0.469
1 2.C59
2 10.643
2 163.556
1 0.002
2 117.C34
244 16.216

3 257.506
6 19.060
3 5.913
3 2.592

6.673
6 25.98C
3 E..132

6 5.662
732 18.067

School - Film -
School - Father'
Film - Father's
School - Film -
Error

S Occup.
()CCU°. sw

OCCUD.

- Per. Trt.
Per. Trt.
Per. Trt.

Race of Photograph
lchool - Lace of Photograph
Film Sffect - Race of Photograph
Father's Occup. - Race of Photo.
School - Film - Race of Photo.
School - Father's Occup.
Film - Father's Occup. -
School - File - Occup. -
Error

1 15.408
2 20.693
1 0.735
1 6.534
2 10.7CC

23.507
5.053
C1.405

244 40.937

- Race
Race Photo. 1
Race 2

Ineividual Photograph 3

School - Individual Photo!--,ra,,,h 6

Film Effect - Individual Photo. 3

Father's Occup. - Individual Photo 3

School - Film - Individual Photo 6
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9.675
20.245
22.C46
22.046
62.310

F ratios

1.27
.03
.17
.67

10.09**
0
7.27**

14.25**
1.05
.33
.14
.37

1.44
.45
.31

.3C

.51

.21

.21

.27

.58

.12

1.99

.42

. uc

. 9C

. 96
2.68*



School - Fa. Occup. - Photo
Film - Fa. Cccup. - Photo
School - Film - Occup. - Photo
Error

Personality Trait - Race of Photo
School - Trait - Race of Photo
Film - Trait - Race
Fa. Occup. - Trait - Race of Photo
School - Film - Trait - Race
School - Occup.
Film - Occup. -
School - Film -

Error

6

3

6

732

3

6

3

3

6

- Trait - Race 6

Trait - Race 3

:Occur. - Trt. - Race 6
732

Trait - Individual Photograph 9

School - Trait - Photograph 18
Film - Trait - Photograph 9
Fa's Occup. - Trait - Photo 9

School - Film - Trait - Photo lE
School - Cccup. - Trait - Photo 18
Film - - Trait - Photo 9

School - Film - Occup. Trt. - Photole
Error 2196
Totals 5119

* significant at the .05 level
** si9.nificant at the .01 level

2E.6C0
6.793

32.303
23.296

3.6.3
3.914
0.6C2
9.824

23.322
0.336
1.914
5.410
1.338

20.616
9.987
7.182
7.161
6.746
3.216
7.62$

16.749
7.839

13.094

1.23
.28

1.39

2.80*
2.93**
.52

7.33**
17.43**

.25
1.44
4.04**

2.63**
1.27
.92
.92

.85

.41

.99
2.14**



Table VIM

Some SimpL1, Effects at School G for Personality Trait

Assi7nments to Uhite and Nero Photographs'

Source df MS F ratios

Film - Father's Occur). - 3 9.777 .67
Trait - Racc of Photo
Film - Father's Occup. 1 42.074 2.64
Film - Occup. - Race 1 10.078 .75

Film - Occun. - Trait 3 245.672 17.00**
Film - Occup. - Non- 1 56.826 3.92*
Stereo. Traits
Film - High Cccup.- 1 62.406 4.30*
Non-Stereo. Traits
Film - Low Occup. - 1 7.620 .52
Non - stereo. Traits
Film - Trait - Race 3 6.897 .47
Film - Personality Trait 3 6.719 .46
Film - race of Photo 1 0.837 .06
Film - Occupation - 9 6.989 .53
Trait - Indiv. Photo
Film - Occup. - Indiv. Photo 3 8.496 .64
occupation and Exnerimentals 1 70.662 4.87*
Occupation and Controls 1 0.012 0

* significant at the .05 level
**significrAnt at the .01 level

1 For all schools, components of Film - Occupation - Trait -
aace interaction were teste by pooled (SWG) + (Trait x SWG)
+ (Race x SUG) + (Trait x Race x SWG) df=1952, MS=14.500.
Components of Film - Occupation - Trait - Indiv. Photo were
tested by pooled (SWG) + (Trait x SUG) + (Photo x GM) +
(Trait x Photo x SVC) df=3904, US=13.1LO.
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Table =a

Come Simple Effects at School F for Personality Trait

Assignments to White and Negro Photcrraphs1

Source

Film - Father's Occup. -

Trait - Race
Film - Father's OCCUD.
Film - OccuPation - Trait
Film - Occupation - Race
Film - Trait - Race
Film - High Occup.
Film - Low Occup.
Film - Occup. - Trait
Individual Photograph
Film -
Film -
Film -
Film -
Film -
Film -
Film -
Film-
Occup.
OC(MD.

Occup. - Photo
Trait - Photo
Photo
Photo #1
Photo #2
Photo #3
Photo #4
Photo #5
and Experimentals
and Controls

* significant at the .05
**sic*inificant at the .01

level
level

df MS F ratios

3 10.032 .69

1 193.32E 13.36**
3 5.635 .3E

1 17.159 1.1E
3 4.036 .28

1 72.C20 5.02*
1 124.445 C.5C**
9 6.231 .47

3 25.085 1.90
9 C.795 .67

3 66.860 5.07**
1 111.364 C.45**
1 41.051 3.11
1 28.642 2.17
1 2.511 .19

1 20.455 1.55
1 4.602 .32

1 307.7C2 21.21**

1 For all schools, components of Film - Occupation - Trait -
ace interaction were tested by pooled (SWG) + (Trait x SWG)
+ (Race x SUG) + (Trait :z Race x SWG) df=1952, M5=14.50&.
Components of Film - Occupation - Trait - Indiv. Photo were
tested by pooled (SWG) + (Trait x SUG) + (Photo m SUG) +
(Trait x Photo , MG) df=3904, MS=13.180.
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Source

Film -

Trait
Film

Film
Fi hi

Film

Film
Film
Film
Film

Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Film
Film

Film
Film
Film
Occup.
OC CUP

Table Xa

Some Simple Effects at School U for Personality Trait

Assignments to Uhito and Negro PhoWraphs1

Father's Occurs.
- Ilece of Photo
Occupation - Trait
Occupation - Lace
Trait - Race
Occup. & -Stereo.
Occup. & +Stereo.
Occur). & -NonSt.
Occup. & +NonSt.
Trait - Low Occup.
Trait - Occup.
Occup. - White Photo
3ccup. - Vero Photo
High Occup. - White
Low Occup. Uhite

Occup. - Negro
Low Cccup. - klero
Race - High Occup.
Race - Lop Occup.
Occupation - Photo
Photo - Occup.
Photo - Low Ocemp.
Photo #1 - Low
Photo #2 - Low
Photo #3 - Low
Photo #4 - Low
Photo #5 - Low
and Experimental s
and Controls

MD

* significant at the .05
**si!!nificant at the .01

level
level

df MS F

3 2.291 .16

3 11.737 5.63**
1 140.411 9.6C**
3 6.07 .40
/ 0.445 .03
1 5.095 .35
1 8.C53 .61
1 0.31C .02

3 6.711 .39
3 5.511 .3C
1 90.940 6.27*
1 55.604 3.04*
1 4.246 .29
1 130.561 9.00**
1 16.013 1.24
1 33.0E3 2.74
1 21.075 1.45
1 146.73C 10.11**
3 46.603 3.54*
3 1.146 .09
3 67.993 5.16*
1 17.112 1.30
1 222.737 16.90**
1 0.65E .05
1 C1.059 6.15*
1 55.6E4 4.22*
1 55.C37 3.05*
1 126.447 8.72*

1 For all schools, components of Film - occupation - Trait -
Race interrction were testae by pooled (SWG) + ( Trait SWG)
+ (n ace y SUG) + (Trait x ::ace x SWG) df=19520 MS=14.50E.
Components of Film - Occupation - Trait - Indiv. Moto were
tested by pooled (SAY 1) + (Trait x 3WG) + (Photo x GUG) +
(Trait x Photo x SWG) df=39040 MS=13.1CO.
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Table rIa

Occupational Assignments Made to %kite and Nes= Photographs

(First Choices for What I Think He Dons for a Living) by

Elementary White Students in Integrated and Suburban Schools

Source

Subjects

cif MS

79

F ratios

School (integrated & suburban) 1 217.2E6 .72

Film Effect 1 30.803 .10
Father's Occupation 1 637.563 2.10
School - Film Effect 1 239.034 .79
School - Fe's Occup. 1 12.574 .04
Film Effect - FAIR Occup. 1 21.622 .07
School - Film - Fa's Occup. 1 398.244 1.31
Error 72 303.333

Race of Photograph 1 893.040 1.57
school - Race of Photo 1 576.859 1.02
Film EffeLt - Race of Photo 1 6.827 .01
Fa's Occur,. - Race of Photo 1 70.042 .12
School - Film - Race of Photo 1 386.925 .68
School - Occup. - Race of Photo 1 150.049 .26
Film - Occup. - Race of Photo 1 1655.961 2.92
School - Film - Occur). - Race 1 214.441 .3C
Error 72 567.492

Indivieual Photograph 3 G07.766 1.44
School - Indiv. Photo 3 761.162 1.80
Film Effect - Indiv. Photo 3 220.027 .52
Fn's Occup. - Indiv. Photo 3 35.06 .08
School - Film - Indiv. Photo 3 236.359 .56
School - Occup. - Indiv. Photo 3 1597.946 4.03
Film - Occup. - Indiv. Photo 3 734.526 1.74
School - Film - Occup. - Photo 3 485.837 1.15
Error 216 421.712
Totals 399 435.200



Table Ilia

Analysis of Pqrsonality Trait Assirmaents

to White and Nell.° Photo7raphs by Iate-,rated

and 3uburbaa White Elementary School Students

Source

Subjects

df

89

School (intervsated vs suburban)1
Film Effect
Fathlr's Occutiation
School - Film
School - Occupapion
Film - Occuriation
School - Film - Occup.
Error

Trait
.School
Film -

Occup.
School
School.

Film -

School
Error

- Trait
Trait
- Trait
- Film -
- Occup.
Occuo. -

- Film -

Trait
- Trait
Trait
Occup. - Trt.

14.031
1 20.289
1 .002
1 5.513
1 11.667
1 3.787
1 0.534
82 3.328

5

5

5

5
5
5
5
5
410

aElce of Photo7raph 1
School - Race of Photo 1
Film - Race of Photo 1
Ocnup. - Race of Photo 1
School - Film - Race of Photo 1
School - Occup. - Race of Ph. 1
Film - Occup. - Race of Photo 1
School - Film - Occ. - Race 1
Error

Ineividual Photo7reph
School - Indiv. Photo
Film - Indiv. Photo
Occur,. - Indiv. Photo
school - Film - Indiv. Photo

82

3

3

3

3

3
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0.430
0.531.

0.270
0.762
0.094
0.982
0.658
1.371
0.743

0.501
4.106
0.462
0.846
8.79C
1.0 30

3.6.1
0.600
2.107

0.254
0.923
0.841
1.36E
1.336

F ratios

4.46*
6.10*
0

1.66
3.51
1.14
.16

.58

.72

.36
1.03

. 13
1.32
.2C

1.15

.24
1.95
.22
.40

4.1C*
.C7

1.75
.28

.20

. 72

.65
1.06
1.04



School - Occu,. - Ind.
Film - ^caw.). - Indiv.
School - Film - Occ. -
Error

Moto 3

Photo 3

Ind. Ph.3
24(

Trait - Race of Photograph 5

School - Trait - Race of Photo 5
Film - Trait - Race of Photo 5

Occuo. - Trait - Race of Photo 5
School - - Trt. - Race 5

school - Occup. Trt. - Race 5

Film - Occun. - Trt. - Race 5

School - Film - 0cc. Trt.-Ra.5
Error 410

Trait - Individual Photo 15
School - Trait - Indiv. Photo 15

- Trait - Indiv. Photo 15

Occup. - Trait - Indiv. Photo 15

School - Film - Trt. - Ind. Ph.15
school 0cc. - Trt. - Ind. Ph.15
Film - 0cc. Trt. - Ind. Ph. 15

School - Film - 0cc.- Trt.- Ph.15
Error 123C
Totals 2699

* significant at the .05 level
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1.585
0.890
0.143
1.2C5

0.C59
0.517
0.513
0.050
0.211
0.910
0.177
0.23E
0.597

0.499
0.322
0.214
0.555
0.262
0.051
0.349
0.572
0.561
0.809

1.23
.69
.11

1.44
.r6
.L6
.08
.35

1.53
.30
.40

.C9
c7

.99

.47

.09

.62
1.02



Table /Ma

Analysis of Personality Trait Assignments to White and Negro

Photos, Ignorin7 Father's Ocamational level, for Inte7rated

and Suburban White Elementary Students

Source df MS F ratios

School(integrated v suburban) 1 7.28 2.18

Filn 1 21.98 6.5C*
School - Film 1 10.21 3.06
Error 134 3.34

Trait 5 0.34 .42

School - Trait 5 1.37 1.69
Film - Trait 5 0.27 .33

School - Film - Trait 5 0.51 .63

Error 670 0.C1

Race of Photograph 1 0.41
School - Race of Photo 1 5.02
Film - ;ace of Photo 1 0.04
c;chool - Film - Race of Photo 1 4.95
Error 134 1.70

.24
2.95
.02

2.91

Individual Photograph 3 0.08 .06

School - Indiv. Photo 3 1.09 .v

Film - Indiv. Photo 3 1.17 .95

School - Film - Indiv. Photo 3 0.60 .49

nrror 402 1.23

Trait - Race of Photo 5 0.8C 1.57
School - Trait - Race of Photo 5 0.C1 1.45
Film - Trait - Race of Photo 5 0.39 .70

School - Film - Trt.- Race 5 0.93 1.66
nrror 570 0.56

Trait - Indiv. Photo 15 0.40 .59

School - Trait - Indiv. Photo 15 0.23 .34
Film - Trait - Inc:iv. Photo 15 0.53 .7C

School - Film - Trt.- Ind. Ph. 15 0.07 .10

Error 2010 0.6t

* sir' lificant at the .05 level



Photograph Technique for Students (Section C)

Please look at Photograph #1 and then at the list of occupa-

tional categories listed below. We want you to try and "guess"

or make a judgment as to which job you feel this man is most

likely to hold. You are to list your first choice below. Remember,

although you may feel that you are guessing wildly, our hunch is

that you are probably relying on tiny cues in the face, of which you

are unaware, but which are actually helping you to make the right

choice. Some of you may be more skilled in this kind of "guessing"

and this is what we are trying to determine. Don't spend too much

time on your choice but rely on your feelings or hunches. This may

help you in making "educated guesses" and aid you in making the

correct choice.

I feel most sure that the man in photograph #1 is a:

1st choice

electrical or mechanical engineer 80 gas station attendart 52

machine operator (factory) 60

office manager 70

street sweeper 34

scientist 89

truck driver 54

physician 93

factory worker (assembly line) 59

..42a-

lawyer 86

janitor 44

teacher in public school 78

radio and TV repairman 67

druggist 75

waiter in restaurant 48

clerk in general office 62



Now look over the list of occupations again and decide which

occupation the man in the photograph is least likely to be involved

in.

I feel most sure that the man in photograph #1 is not a:

lst choice

Now look at photograph #1 again. This time you are going to

make the same kind of "educated guess" about his personality. Again,

rely on your hunches about the kind of person he may be after looking

at his face.

I think the man in photograph #1 is: Make an "X" anywhere on

the line to show where your hunch is. Thus if you feel that he is

probably almost always cheerful make your "X" at the extreme left.

If, however, you feel he is probably quite cheerful then make your

"X" closer to the midpoint but to the left of it. If you feel he is

not a cheerful person then you will make your "X' more to the right

of the midpoint. And, if you feel he is a most uncheerful person

then your "X" will be made at the extreme right side of the line.

Always Very About as Rarely Never
Cheerful Cheerful Cheerful as most Cheerful Cheerful

1 2 4 5

Always Very About as Rarely Never
Irresponsible Irresponsible Irresponsible Irresponsible Irrespon-

as most Bible

5 4 0 2 1

Never Rarely About as Very Always
Stubborn Stubborn Stubborn as most Stubborn Stubborn

1 2 4 5
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Self Concept and Envy or Prestige Threat Scale (Section C)

Please read the statements below and the three possible answers supplied for each.
Place a check in front of one of the answers as quickly as you can, choosing the
one answer that most agrees with your feelings. Please don't skiELlaysimmat
check one answer for each question. Even if you feel that none of the answers
really adequately reflects your attitude, check one of them anyway. Place a check
in front of the answer that is closest to your feeling.

Example: I like: 1tBig parties
To watch TV
To attend baseball games

This person answered that he would most like to go to big parties if he had a
choice between parties, TV or a baseball game.

IOW PLACE OFE CHECK BEFORE THE ANSWER THAT BEST DESCRIBES YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT EACH
OF THE FOILCWING STATEIENTS.

1. The happiest time of my life:

2. ',Then I ride on a bus:

P.T.* 3. I envy most:

S.C.* 4. I secretly:

5. I think a lot about:

6. Too many parents:

7. lost teachers:

Was when I was a child
Is probably right now
Will probably come in the future

I read the signs
I watch the people around me
I get lost in my own thoughts and pay
no attention to others

People who are born with money
People who are better looking than me
People who are more successful than me

Wish I were smarter
Am pround of myself
Wish I were someone else

The war in Viet Nam
_Girls (or boys)
Where I'll be in the next 10 years

Won't let their children grow up
Have too many rules
Let their kids get away with murder

Show more interest in other students
than they do in me
Seem interested in their work and try
to help
Show little interest in any of their
students

P.T. 8. I really net angriest when: I seem somebody putting on big airs
I see soraebody being pushed around
Somebody acts like they're as good as
me when I know they're not

* P.T. = prestige threat items.
S.C. = self-concept items.
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9. I live my life:

S.C. 10. I most often:

11. When I talk to people I:

12. The kind of TV programs I like
most are:

P.T. 13. A lot of people:

14. My greatest hope is:

S.C. 15. Often I find myself ashamed

From one day to the next
Making plans for the future
Thinking mostly about the past

Feel dissatisfied with myself
Hate myself
Am pretty content with the way am

Often find it hard to look at them in
the eye
Am never really aware of where I'm
looking
Fake a point of looking them in the eye

Westerns
Spy stories
Comedies

Really deserve all the good things
that happen to them
Get big ideas about themselves when
they do well and need to be slapped
down
Get better breaks than me

To make a lot of money
To have a happy. marriage
To get a job I really like

of: M yself and my friends
Myself
Myself, my friends and my family

S.C. 16. When I first meet someone: I am surprised if they seem to like me
I usually feel very comfortable
I expect the worst and usually get it

17. Ey greatest worry is: Whether I'll have a happy life
Whether I'll have good health
Whether I'll be successful

18. As a child I used to wish that: I had more things than the other kids
I could be bigger and stronger (or
prettier if a girl)
I had as much as the other kids I
played with

P.T. 19. What really gripes me is:
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People who get things they don't
deserve
When I feel I've been cheated
When I see somebody 'getting a dirty dea]



S.C. 20. Sometimes I really wish: I had been born a different person
That my parents had more advantages
That I could keep things just the way
they are now

21. My father used to: Be away from home a lot
Take me places with him a great deel
Pay little attention to me even when
he was home

P.T. 22. Life would be a lot better
for me if: home were neater

We had a bigger house
My father had a better job and was
more important



Table XIVa

Analysis of Occupational Assignments (What He Does

for a Living) Made to Negro and White Photographs by

Negro Students With Father's Occupation Considered

Source

Film Effect

Pother's Occupation

Films - Occunation

Error

Race of Photograph

Film - Race of Photo

Occupation - Race of Photo

Film - Occup. - Race

Error

Individual Photograph

Film - Individual Photo

Occupation - Photo

Film - Occupation - Photo

Error

Films -

Films -

Films -

Films -

df MS F ratios

1 47.76k 0.19

1 38.55 0.15

1 135.42 0.53

53 254.67

1 2440.84 9.36**

1 5.34 0.02

1 153.55 0.59

1 2773.42 10,63**1

53 260.C4

3 3C4.95 0.97

3 329.14 0.63

3 350.42 0.88

3 207.46 0.52

159 396.49

Occup. - White Pho. 1 590.18 2.29

Occup. - Negro Pho. 1 2318.67 C.99**

Negro Pho.- Low Occ.1 276.27 1.07

Ner.!ro Ph,- High Occ.1 2080.33 8.07**

** significant at the .01 level

1 Since this is the only occasion in which there was a film effect
interaction with occupational assignments to photos in the entire
study, and because of the fact that the number of higher socio-
economic students were very small and did not even show similar
results in terms of trait assignments to photos, this F ratio was
felt to be a chance one and was therefore not reported, in the result.
section.
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Table XVa

Analysis of Occupational Assignments (What He Does

for a Living) Mt,de to Negro and White Photographs

by Negro Students With Grade Level Considered

Source df MS F ratios

Grade Level 1 80.89 0.35

Film Effect - Grade 1 0.78 0.00

Error 50 228.64

Grade - Race of Photo 1 763.68 2.85

Film - Grade - Race 1 42.21 0.16

Error 50 267.54

Grade - Individual Photo 3 394.85 1.06

Films - Grade - Photo 3 128.80 0.34

Error 150 374.08



Table XVIa

Analysis of OccumItional Assignments (What He Does

for a Living) Made to White and Negro Photographs by

White Students With Father's Occupation Considered

Source df MS F ratios

Film Effect 1 75.65 0.3C

Father's Occupation 1 64.69 0.33

Films - Father's Occup. 1 20.53 0.10

Error 36 196.92

Race of Photograph 1 0.76 0.00

Films - Race of Photo 1 265.07 0.C2

Occupation - Race 1 4.97 0.01

Films - Occuo. - Race 1 4.57 0.01

Error 36 322.07

Individual Photograph 3 64.70 0.23

Films - Photo 3 111.22 0.39

Occupation - Photo 3 294.44 1.04

Films - Occup. - Photo 3 396.33 1.40

Error 108 282.50



Table XVIIa

Analysis of Trait Assignments to White and Negro

Photographs by Negro Students With Grade Considered

Source df MS F ratios

Gr^do Level 1 20.67 0.47

Films - Grade 1 3.91 0.09

Error 56 44.44

Grrde - Parsonnlity Trait 3 45.06 2.09

Films - Grnde - Trait 3 19.81 0.92

Error 168 21.51

Grade - Race of Photo 1 22.30 0.69

Films - Grade - Race 1 0.05 0.00

Error 56 32.27

Grade - Individual 3 11.71 0.38

Films - Grade - Photo 3 12.56 0.41

Error 168 30.81

Grrde - Trait - Race 3 57.04 3.35*

Films - Grade - Trrit - Race3 2.60 0.15

Error 168 17.03

Grade - Trait - Photo 9 22.19 1.62

Film - Grade - Trait - Pho. 9 23.43 1.71

Error 504 13.75

signific-mt at the .05 level
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Table XVIIIa

Analysis of Trait A.ssi2nawnts to Nc.lzro and White

Photographs by All Low Occupation Negroes

Source df MS

Film Effect 1 59.90 1.33

Error 50 44.94

Personality Trait 3 115.73

Films - Trait 3 17.50

Error 150 25.45

Race of Photo 1 26.95

Films - Race 1 40.38

Error 50 31.38

Individual Photo 3 42.71

Films - Photo 3 56.57

Error 150 31.86

Trait - Race 3 51.20

Films - Trait - Race 3 1.62

Error 150 19.13

Trait - Photograph 9 21.15 1.39

Films - Trait 0, Photo 9 0.61 .04

Error 450 15.24

Films and White Photos 1 3.91 0.10
Films and Negro Photos 1 96.37 2.53
Error 100 38.16

Films and Photo #1 1 15.96
Films and Photo 42 1 18.99
Films and Photo #4 1 159.33
Films and Photo #3 1 51.75
Films and Photo #5 1 39.48
Error

* significant at the .05 le:::
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F ratios

4.55*

0.69

0.92

1.29

1.34

1.78

2.66*

0.08

0.45 Exp.more
0.54 Exp.more
4.54k Exp.more
1.64 Exp.more
1.12 Exp.more

neg.than Con.
neg.than Con,
pos.than Con,
pos.than Con,
pos.than Con,


